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INTRODUCTION 

Traditional criticism has devoted surprisingly little 

attention to Brutus. Is a play which may look back upon a total 

of one hundred and ten performances to be considered only a 

moderate success? Are the critics somewhat misguided by the 

fat e 0 -f B rut u s_ ' a fat e "tV hie h put the p lay c h ron a log i c a 11 y aft e r 

the brilliant success of Oedine and before the success of Zaire? 
---"- -----

Was the limited success of Br~tus due to its stoic 

subject? Did the fierce republicanism fail to appeal to the 

liberal audience of the 1l30's? Did the public of the 1~30's 

condemn Brutus to become an eternal second-after .gec1ip~ and 

for what reasons? Finaily, did Voltaire's conception of drama 

change during his discussions with English writers and critics? 

The present study is an attempt to answer these questions. It 

ful. Considerations of time and space preclude an exhaustive 

study of the multifarious aspect of the tragedy. 

Referen~e to the play proper is made as follows: 

Brutus. -Reference to Brutus as a character are without 

_ t 

underlining, e.g. Brutus~ Proper names have b~en retained 

as in the original edition, e.g. Arons. The text used is that 

df the Moland edition of Voltaire'i Oeuvres comnl~tes. Capital 

Roman l1nnlerals are 1.1s-ed to refer' to the acts - lOHer case Roman 

nUT~erals fOl- indicating the scenes, e.g. (V,i). Hithin a 

(vi) 



sentence the reference is given as follows: Act V, scene i. 

Reference to a specific passage is made by indicating the 

Uoland volume and the page, e.g. (11.Ir, p. 372). References 

to Besterman's edition of Voliaire's Correspondence is: 

Best. 51, th~ numeral being the numbir of the letter in this 

collection. Quotations from eighteenth century sources are 

givei literally"i a similar procedure is followed in quoting 

from Voltaire's Notebooks. References and footnotes are made 

1 
in accordance with the ou~line proposed by Professor R.M. Wiles. 

, 
-Wiles, Roy McKeen 

Humanities. Fourth edition. 
To-i~ ant-a-Pi:;:; s s ~ 1968). 

"--------"-

Scholarly Reporting in the 
-( T oron to: Un i ,~ e_ r sit y o{-

(vii) 



CHAPTER I BEFORE BRUTUS 

Francois Marie'Arouet was born on November 21, 1694, 

in the country house of his parents in Chitenay, near Paris. 

His father, Antoine Arouet, was a well-to-do lawyer. A man 

of common-sense, he was also practical, hospitable and had 

no particular faith in anything but hard work and monetary 

prudence. At the age of thirty-four he was sufficiently well off 

enough to marry a Mademoiselle d'Aumard, whose birth and a 

certain refinement - the latter not at all shared by her 

husband - formed the chief part of the dowry. The Arouets 

had two other children - Armand of t~enty and Catherine of 

nineteen - when young Fran~ois entered college at the age of 

ten. 

Life at the Co11~ge Louis-Ie-Grand was a completely 

new experience to Fran~ois. The ear 1Y)1e <'l rs at home h <~_d ~een 

very quiet and the only noteworthy connectioD had been with 

the Abb€ de Chiteuneuf, who considered Fran90is as his godson. 

Fran90is' fellow-students 

backgrounds. Friendships 

came 

\Vere 

from slighter higher social 

established with Fyot de la 

Marche, \Vho was to become President of the Parliament of Dijon 

and more closely with the brothers d'Argenson. One of the 

brothers \Vas to become Minister of Foreign Affairs Hnd Arouet 

was to appreciate his support many a time in years to come. 

The Coll~ge was run by the Jesuit Fathers, \Vho had established 



a broad curriculum, which em~hasized a general education, 

rather than specialisation in certain areas. All students 

took classics, history, geography and religion. 

Another exercise in which the students had to 

participate was composition in verse. The emphasis was on 

Latin, but Fran90ii Arouet surprised his teachers and tried 

to render his ideas and feelings in French. There is the 

poem about the well-kno'''n tabaJ:J-ere incident, "lhen young 

Arouetts tob~cco pouch was confiscated by his teacher, 

Father Poree: 

Adieu, ma pauvre tabatiere l 

Adieu, je ne te verra! plus; 
Ni soins t 01 I.rmes, nl priires 
Ne te rendront ~ moi; mes efforts sont perdus. 
Adieu~ ma panvre tabatiere; I 
Adieu, doux fruit de mes ecus! 

2 

These lines are interesting because they contain the detached 

wit which was to play such a great role in Arouet's later 

works. Yet young Aronet was to find more satisfaction and 

recognition in writing poems which had a message to convey. 

Fran~ois Aronet realised that one way of achieving 

celebrity was by writing epistles. The epistle possessed 

charm and was an effective way of acquiring favours from 

the king. Short, often witty, the epistle provokes a smile 

of indulgence from the person to whom it was addressed. 

_._----------------- --------------_._----._------------------------_ ..• ---

1 
Desnoiresterres, G. Voltaire et la soci~tf au XVllle 

~ icc ~.:.::':_ , p p. 29 - 3 ') • 
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Opportunity came when an invalid asked for an epistle. 

P~ie Por~e referred the invalid to Aronet ~ho grasped the 

opportunity with both hands. This epistle by young Arouet 

has been pres~rved: 

Digne fils du plus grand des rois, 
Son ·amour et notre esp~rance; 
Vous qui, sans r~gner sur la Franc~, 
R~gnez sur Ie coeur des Fran~ois, 

Souffrez-vous que rna vi~ille veine, 
Par un ~ffort ambitieux, 
Ose vous donner une ~trenne,. 

Vous qui nlen recevez que de la main des dieux? 
(H.I, p. 72) 

This poem and the circumstances whi~h induced Arouet to write 

ita rea t the bas i s 0 f t h e.1ll est 0 b e f 011 n d I ate r in B rut us .ft 

Already at this early age, Aronet shows a philosophical bent 

when be feels the irresistible urge to help those who are in 

distress. Her e ,,, e h a v eo the fir s t ex pre s s ion 0 f t hat pen c han t 

within Voltaire, which would later develop into his fight 

a~a±nst misery. 

addressing himself to the Regent, a person socially much above 

Arouet's position at the time. 

Four teachers were responsible for young Arouet's 

education at the Coll~ge . Although the curriculum was of 

• a general nature, this fact did not prevent each teacher from 

cherishing his own particular subject. The influence upon 

Krouet of the teachers' special int~rests, which often took 

the form of enthusiasm, is best captured in the following 

reflection of S.C. Tallentyre: 



, 
Young Abb~ d'Olivet inspired him with his own 
love of Cicero. Ch~teauneuf had taught his 
godson to worship Corneille; and young Arouet 
championed him valiantly against Father 
Tournemine's dear hero, Racine. 2 

Poetry was not the only genre which was stressed at 

4 

the College.' The emphasis on Cicero 'underlines the importance 

attached to the latter's rhetorical qualities which are to ~e 

found later in Brutus; the study of Racine and Corneille gave 

birth to Arouet's veneration of these authors which Voltaire 

-would keep the whole of his life. 

Arouet possibly acquired his taste for the theatre 

at the ColH~ge. Plays were performed on feast days by the 

st.udents. Father Por~e had written a play called ~ru~us, 

which may bave had its influence upon Arouet's choice of 

Brutus as a subject of his own drama. Barras notes: "Poree 

thought so highly of the stage that he placed it even above 

philosophy and history.,,3 Arouet may well have learned from 

.Father Poree that one of the possibilities of the theatre 

would be the question of morality: 

Por~e had written plays for his school because, 
like the majority of Jesuits at this time, he 
believed th~~ the thea~re was a very e(fi~acious 
institution for the teaching of morality. I 

It is also from the time at Louis-Ie-Grand that dates 

At-Duet's first tr:agcdy Amulius et Numit.or (1LXXXII, p. 380) 
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w~ich draws upon Roman history: "L'auteur en avait tire Ie 

sujet des anciennes annales romains." (M.XXXII, p. 380) Only 

. 
fragments remain, as Arouet - by then Voltaire - threw it in 

the fire. 5 Some lines are philosophical in nature and express 

the poet's preoccupation with freedom: "je sers les rois, mon 
. 

fils, et non pas les tyrans ll
• (M.XXXII, p. 380) Such lines 

indicate that Brutus would not be the first play in which 

Arouet displayed his political views. 

When Aronet left Louis-Ie-Grand in 1710, a diplomatic 

carear w~s w~iting for hi~. ilis father had been able to 

s~cure a first assignment for his son in The Hague. Young 

Arouet could call hiMself lucky to be assigned to The Hague. 

The Hague, then very much the centre of the Western world 

after Paris, was a choice diplomatic centre, thanks to 

Dutch world trade. Yet difficulti~s were soon to present 

The diplomatic position brought Arouet into contact 

vi i t h t--lll e. 01 y m p e Dun 0 y: e r, d aug h t e r 0 f an' am b a. s sad 0 r 

.in the Hague. An instantarieous love affair seemed to have 

arisen, although young Arouet cauld not hope to have the 

heart of the rather ~orl~ly 01ympe for himsel~ alone. In 

addition, Mme. Dunoyer felt that young Arouet did not come.· 

up to her expectations. 

c; 
-Desnoiresterres. 

sieele. p. 29. . 

Olympe herself seemed to sway between 

G., Voltaire et 18 soci~t~ au XVIII~ 



Jean Cavalier 6 and Arouet. Yet certain escapades were 

arranged between the two till the mother felt obliged to 

ask Marquis de Chiteauneuf to have young Arouet sent back 

to Paris. 

Back in Par~s, Arouet concenbrated again on writing 

poetry and tragedy. The urge to write poetry and tragedy is 

later explained'when he writes to his friend d'Argenson: 

"Comme j'avais peu de bien quand j'entrai 
dans Ie monde, j'eus l'ins~lence de pen~er 
que.j'aurais une charge comme une autre, 
s'il avait fallu l'acqu~rir· par Ie travail 
et par la bonne volonte; je ·me jetai du 
c6t€ des beaux arts, a,ui.portent touJ'ours 

" 7" avec eux un cert~in air d'avilissement. 

6 

The acquaintance with the Dutch economic and political 

freedom may have confirm~d Arouet's philosophical' ideas. This 

conception and his dedication to literature are hardly 

reconcilable with the profession of a lawyer. In spite of the 

best intentions of his father, who n~w wanted him to become a 

lawyer, Fran~ois could not stand the atmosphere in Maitre 

Alain's office Hhere he 'v.BS articled. The time spent in 

this office proved useful only in establishing a relationship 

with Thierot, which was to last a life-time . 
• 

It was also in the years 1715-1716 that critical 

epigrams, which attacked the existing' political system, were 

circulating in Paris. Suspicion fell upon the young Arouet 

6 
This 

7 
Best. 

1S Jean CBvalier~.hero of the CEvennes. 

1936. 
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and his father thought it a wise move to ask for the removal 

of his son from Paris. On May 4, 1716, the father's wish wad 

fulfilled and a lettrc de cachet was issued by the Regent. 

(Bes·t. 28) Although young Arouet is unlikely to have written 

these pamphlets,8 his father seemed t6'have believed him 

capable and willin~ to have done so. The following is the 

epigram which most displeased the Regent: 

Tristes et lugubres objets, 
J'ai vu la Bastille et Vincennes, 
Le Ch5telet, et mille prisons pleines 
De braves citoyens, de fid~les ~ujets: 
J'ai vu 18 libert~ ravie, 
De la droite raison la r~gle.poursuivie: 
J'a1 vu Ie peupl~ g~missant 
SOllS Ull rigoureux esclavage; 
J'ai vu Ie soldat rugissant 

--Crever defaim, de soifs de dEpit et de ·rage; 
J'ai vu les sages contredits, 
Leurs remonstrances inutiles; 

(H.I, p. 294) 

Arouet, and not even his wit could save him from the Bastille. 

Before the Regent issued the letter of imprisonment) the 

following conversation is reported to have taken place between 

the Regent and Arouet: 

LE:b!'tm) 

"I.e Regent, recontrnnt Ie poe.te dans Ie 
Palais Royal: 

"Hons. Arouet, je gage vous faire une chose 
que vous n'avez jamais vue. 

!lEt quai done) Honseigneur? 

------------.-----------------------------

8 
HQland notes~ 

ne a Paris Ie 7 
L'auteur de ces vera est Antoine-Louis 
septemhre, 1680, mort Ie 28 mars 1743. 
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"La Bastille. 

f1Ah~ Honsieur. Je la tiens pour vue." 9 

Epigrams and epistles to the Regent were only part 

-of Arouet'-s written-output at-that time. The poet, \o7ho had 

already been. described as "cet enfant. • devore de la s01f 

de·1a celebi:ite", T,vas se~rching for recognition and fame. 

Moland notes: ·~L'instinct Ie porta d'abord au genre 

tragique". ( H • XX X I I, p. 3 8 0 ) 

Tragedy retained its prestige in the years 1700-1715, 

and new dramatists had their plays performed. Their chief 

sources were ancient hist6rians and they avoided Greek 

mythology a subject. Love is an essential theme in all 

of themlO and they were mostly influenced by the later works 

of Corneille and Quinault. Lion notes: 

Avec Corneille~ Ie Corneille bien entendu 
dES 0 e u vre s - seeo u-d ai-l;es ~ --\.l-ll C-@-k t-aicH ~ e-u t 
pour 13 complexite de l'actibn et 1e 
romanesque, des h'ros fanfarons, l'enflure 
et la dGclamation du style s'imposaient en 
quelque sorte; avec Quinault c'€tait la 
preciosite et la galanterie, compagnes 
inseparables, l'imbroglio de l'action, une 
vide et creuse sonorite de style recouverte 
dlun p~le vernis. ll . 

Aghion notes that a tendency for gallantry had-already set in 

with the generation which preceded the authors of 1700-1710·: 

-----_._--. __ ._-- ----



, . 
Avec La Chapelle, l'abb6 Abeille, Belin, 
MIle. Bernard, la trag§die devient 
compliqu§e, galantie, insipide et flasque. 12 

The imitation of Corneille and the desire for the 

m~rv~116us on the part of the authors would lead to the 

belief that ·the audience gave their ~atronage to these 

9 

plays. But this is not so: none of the plays were performed 

more than eight'times. Indeed, if the number of performances 

can be considered as a valid criterion of judgement, one 

notes that the old masters, Corneille and Racine, were still 

very popular. Aghion notes: "Vingt 'ou vingt-cinq represen-

tations pour un ouvrage nouveau 't.it considere comme un fort 

be;:tu stlcce's.,,13 Le Ci~'.s popularity 'vas confirmed, as the 

play was performed oneh~ndred and eleven times between 1701 

and 1 7 15 ,Ill !~ e d r ~ \v as, in t his per i 0 d, per for m e d n. in e t y -- two 

times; Crebillons' Rhadamiste, considered the outstanding play 

of the new trend, was performed only thirty~four times. 

Royalty was favourably disposed towards tragedy, which 

may have induced Arouet to write in this genre. In 1712 the 

following decree was issued: 

Sa Majeste etant infoimee que les Come~iens 
jouent Ie moins possibles de trag~dies, ce 
qui est contraire i llusage et au plaisir du 

--,---------------------.-------.---~-~-----.-.------------------"--. 

14 
Lnncaster, H. 28. 



public, ordre leur est donn~ de jouer 
alternativement une pi~ce.serieuse et 
une pi~ce comique, ~ peine de 300 liv. 
d'amende payable par la Troupe en g~n~ral, 
i moins que. .Nous n'en ordonnions 
autrement. 15 

To Voltaire recognition came with the performance 

Performed for the first time on November 18, 

1718, it was a success. J.B. Rousseau, later not always 

in agreement with Voltaire,16 praised the play: 

Je ne doutais nullement que l'avantage ne 
ffit de votre c6te, mais je ne m!attendais 
pas que vous sortissiez si glorieusement 
du cbmbat contre Sophocle, et malgre la 
juste prevention o~ je suis pour l'antiquite, 
je sl1is oblig~ d'avouer que Ie Fran~ais de 
vingt-quatre ans a triomphe en beaucoup 
d'endroits du Grec de quatre-vingts. 17 

Public opinion praised the beauty of the verse. An 

anonymous ,.;rritE'l' to ~~!"op~ Savante (Letter II, July 1719, 

p. 63) regrets the similarity between the fourth act of 

Sop}:lOcles and that of Oedipe •. A letter attributed to 

P. Arthuis (Letter I, July 1719, p. 63) concentrates its 

criticism on the episode of Philoct~ne and the unhappy 

liaison between the last three acts. 

15 
Lancaster, H. Ope cit., p. 27. 

10 

16 
The first letter signed "Arotl€'.t de Voltaire" dates 

~rom June 12, 1718. (Best.62) From here we will refer to 
Voltaire rather than to Fran90is Arouet. 

17 
Best. 73. 
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Voltaire defended h~mself against this criticism in 

Letter VII? A l'occasion de plusieurs cri~iques qu'on a 

faites d'Oedipe. (1'1.11, p. 44) In answer to the criticism 

_of __ the fourth ac t_, Voltaire mai nt_ainstha t to have substituted 

Cr~on for Philoct~ne would have been truer to life, but at the 

same time would have provoked a cert~in c6ldness. 

If imitation was evident, Voltaire was not aware of 

it for he remarked: "II est certain que j 'ai ~tE~ plagiaire 

sans Ie savoir." (H.II, p. 45) Voltaire concludes his 

defence: "Hais je souhaite bientot donner'une tragedie qui 

mIen attire encore davantage. lI (H.II; p. 46) 

This tragedy Has Ar.temire, and Voltaire turned to 

Greek legend for the subject of the play. The plot Has 

simple: The persecution of a virtuous queen by a cruel 

husband whom she does not love. The play was performed 

foi- the Tiisttiine on Fe-bruarY15,.1-720,and Has a failure. 

Lancaster notes that, according to Dangeau'sstatement, the 

play vT 2S such a failure tha-t V·oltaire himself admitted the 

weakness of the play and so withdrew·it. lS 

The withdrawal of the play was partly due to the 

resentment by Voltaire that a parody of his play was pe~formed 

under the same name. Mo~and, without giving sources, notes: 

liOn attribua l'interruption finale de la trage.c1ie a 

J d · f 1 D" I r· ] . 1'" _a pHro le qu en (lonna onunlque aux .~a .. lens, sous e mem8 

18 
Lancaster, H. 

a ~~~.9_~-J:_a :iJ e_ , p ~ 5 g • 
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titre d'Art(~rnire.1I (N.II, p. 122) La Harpe thought the play 

suffered from the obvious i~itation of Mi~hridate in which 

the Ring also prevents the heroine from committing suicide. 

. ..A sin .A m u 1 ius e t N u III ito r the at t a c k son S 1 a v e r y and f 1 a t t e r y 

at the court are evident: 

Son favori Pallarite est ici Ie seul roi; 
C'est un second tyran qui m'impose la loi. 
Que di~~je? Tous ces rois courtisans de Pallante 
Flattant indignement son audace insolente, 
Aupr~s de mon §poux implorent son appui, 
Et leurs fronts couronn§s s"abaissent devant lui. 

(N. I r, p. 129) 

Art6mire also contained veiled references to censorship as, 

f6r example, when the Queen exclaims: 

Depuis quand daigne-t-on confier a rna foi 
Le secret de l'Etat et les lettres du roi? 

(H.II, p. 129) 

The plot of Arte~ire was partly taken up in Mariamme 

with certain improvements. Vo~taire examines the reasons for 
-

th~ fa~iu~~ of Art~~ire in the preface which he subsequently 

wrote for his tragedy. He argues that a criminal such as 

H§rode, who remains ton~istently cruel throughout the play, 
• 

could only be repulsive to the audience. In addition, the 

episode between Varus and H§rQde seemed superfluous and 

stalled the action. Voltaire comments himself: 

Qu'arrive-t-il de tout cet arrangement? 
Mariamme intraitable n'interessa point; 

H~rodc n'~tant que criminel, r~volta et son 
entrien avec Varus Ie rendit m~prisable. 

(N.r'I, p. 162) 

Voltaire made some changes after the initial 
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performance on March 6, 1724; he prevented H~rode and Varas 

from meeting on the stage arid had the death-scene narrated. 

In otder to avoid confusion with Nadal's recent play of the 

The most stringent criticism,of this new version of 

the play came from J.B. Rousseau. He held that the second 

version was notmprovement whatsoever upon the first; he 

argued that the play was badly constructed, that it lacked 

versimilitude and that the account of Mariamme's death was 

too 10ng. 19 On the other hand, Mathieu Marais was so 

pleased \dth the play that he called Voltaire "Ie plus gJ.:and 

poe~c que nout:: ayons". 20 

The early w0rk ot Voltaire, then, follows very closely 

the concept of tragedy common to the seventeenth century. He 

follows the convention of a five-act drama and puts on stage 

the usual confidants. Voltaire in this period is very much a 

disciple of Corneille whose energetic eloquence he inherits. 

,Q,~_di p e, Ari:!':':'ll1 r~::. and Hari am:jlte, howeve r, had ce r tain line s , 

expressing religious and social criticism, lines rarely to 

be found in Corneille and Racine. 

The young Voltaite, then, brought cert.ain changes into 

19 
Lancaster~ H. 

20 
,Lancaster, 'R. 

o p ~--"£:2:.~" p. 6 5 . 

op. cit., p. 65, 
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the- strict rules of classical tragedy of the seventeenth 

century. His early tragedies show the tendency to follow 

the romanesque trend of the years 1680-1700. Ilis emphasis 

shifted more and more to the spectacle with its emphasis 

Yet, the young Voltaire, in this period, 

\Vas more 'poe .. ~_~ than philosophe. In spite of the rivalry with 

Corneille and Racine on the purely artistic level, the constant 

threat of the Bastille prevented Voltaire from taking an open stand 

1.n politics. Further dramatic means and confirmation of his 

political ideas would be examined during his forthcoming visit 

to England. 

PART 2 

Composition 

The first act of Brutu~ Has vlritten in England at 

Wand S,\lO r th. This act was composed in English, as Voltaire 

explained in his Discours sur 18 Trag~di~, addressed to Lord 

Bolingbroke~ 

Vails vous SGuveIlez que, lorsque j'etais retire 
a Wandsworth, chez man ami M. Falkener, ce digne 
et vertueux citoyen, je m'occupai chez lui a 
ecrire en prose anglaise Ie premier acte de 
cette pi~ce, ~ peu pr~s tel qulil est aujourd'hui 
en vers francais. 

(H.I1, p. 311) 

Wandsworth, then a country village with its church and windmills 

and a pleas~nt river, was the residence of Palkener, a merchant 
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whose acquaintance Voltaire had made in Paris by chance. 

Wand~worth itself was only a few miles from London and 

Voltaire made the occasional trip to that town to visit 

the theatre. 

Voltaire's visits to the London theatre are important 

in this study, as he may have learnt new dramatic skills. 

These v~sits have given rise to disputes as to which plays 

Voltaire actually ~itnessed.2l The plays, according to 

Fenger's22 appendix - which does not claim completeness -

~an be divided into two categories. Firstl_y, there was 

the Augustan drama. Voltaire may h~ve witnessed the 

follo\Jing plays between 1726 and 1728: Cato by Addison; 

Cri bb on's adap tat i on 0 f _Ri ch a rd I I I, Cong -reve 's Th~_ H~_rning 

Brid-'=., Lee's Hithridates, Ot-way's _':1'he OrphaI~_. Fenger follows 

Lanson's opinion when he states that Voltaire saw the 

following Shakespearian plays: Hamlet, and Julius Caesar. 

According to Fenger, Voltaire may have seen Othe11~, HacBeth 

and King Lear. As noted by Fenger, his list consists only of 

conjectures; no proof has been established and the more reliable 

sources are Voltaire's notebooks. 

Voltaire jotted down his impressions in these notebooks. 

&_---------------
21 Ba1densperger, H. 

seJou1: en Angleterre ll
, Revu.e 

Hay, 1929, pp. 25-6l. 

"Voltaire Anglophile avant son 
de ~~~teTature-Coll1p~~~~~, January-

-Adam, P,G. "Ho,,, 1uuch of Shakespeare did Voltaire know?" 
Shakespeaie Association Bulletin, No. 16. 1941, p. 126. ---------- ----')--2-------------------------

~ Fen g e r, H. J~ t c:l: r ~ __ £::_!:_ .1:1>' t 11 e l:~:_E~ ____ 2.~:_l_ ~LLa :l~ , p. 25 7 • 



They express different basic elements of his thought and 

criticism between 1726 and 1728 .. The following remarks 

contain the essence of the piscol.!rs sur la T_~~edH~, v7hich 

is the preface to Brutus: 

How the French theatre bears the price. 
Superior to the ancients, no visards; 
and we have women. . 

Then there must be love. Critics are 
fleas, known because they bite. Scenes 
in Shakespar. No plays. 

lole want action. 

We deal in words. 23 

Voltaire's interest in themes of freedom is still 

evident, when he gives his version of an aspect of Swift's 

Tale of a Tub: "Where there is not libert.y of conscience, 

16 

there is seldom liberty of trade, the same tyranny encroaching 

~pon. the Commerce as upon Relligion." 24 

Th..e vi-si.ts t~Qt;h@th-ea-t!'e a-r~n-0t th-e only influence 

upon Brutus. Voltaire did not limit his visits to Drury Lane 

and Lincoln's Inn Fields, but extended them to the Rainbow 

Coffee House, where his political ideas may have become 

stimulated by the discussions. 

Voltaire had certain traits in common with the visitors 

of the Rainbow Coffee House. The visitors of this circle were 

23 
Voltaire, .'!E.~9~plete ~vo_rks, Vol. 81, p. 105. 

24 
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volu~tary expatriates. Many. of them. were in. self-imposed exile, 

as was Vol~aire~ who preferred to go to ~ng~aDd rather than stay 

within cinquante lieues from Paris, as ordered in the lettre 

_ 'decaehe t. (Best. 272) There is little doubt that politics 

~.;ras. one of the main topics of: discussion: 

Les Francais r€fugi~s se ras~embliient alors dans 
Ie voisinage de Mary-Ie-Bone, ~ 1a taverne de 
l'Arc-enTciel (Rainbow'coffee house) oa les 
s.ollveuirs de la patrie, les nouvelles politiques, 
1a chronique litt~raire, les questions pendantes, 
de quelque nature qll'ellas fussent, ~taient autagt 
d'~lements d'entretiens passionnEs· et brllyants. 2. 

Lanson comments about this period of Voltiare's 

life in more specific terms when he oh"serves: "Des sentim.ents 

'republie:c:dns' ferrnentaient en lui. ,,26 

'Correspondence on the composition of the further 

acts become sparser and sparser. Most of the letters which 

Voltaire wrote between the composition of the first act and 

th~ ~~rforfu~nce o! the play bear ~pon the sale of The Henriade. 

The notebooks, the most reliable source, mention the 

composition of Brutus once: "In tHO months Brutu.s ,~as framed, 

not \vrit in tHO years. u27 Voltaire's no·te sounds like an 

objection - as if someone had written that the composition of 

the play had really taken tHO years. Yet we found no trace of 

25 . 
Desnoiresterres,G. 3.9 8. 

26 
Lanson} G. Voltaire) p. 38. 

2.7 
.Voltaire, I.!.::e Comp].ete \'Jorks, 105. 
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a critic making this objection. 

Brutus was completed after Voltaire's return to 

France. Two and a half years passed, since Wandsworth, 

before Voltaire considered the tragedy worthy of performance. 

He invited the actors for dinner in December, 1729, and read 

th~ final version to them. (Bes t. 357) The invitation was 

not an ordinary· -dinner due to the part:i.cu1ar relation bet.ween 

actors and author. Voltaire knew that he needed the 

collaboration of the actors wh~ particularly in this period, 

often took a haughty attitude. Lancaster notes: "The 

leading actors and ectress€s assumed at times a ha.ughty 

attitude in regard to authors;u28 They had great consideration 

for Voltaire whos~ plays·were usually highly profitable and 

who had friends among the Gentlement of the Chamber, but they 

shpwed little consideration for such authors as Le Franc de 

Pompignan, Clairfontaine, Bauvin and ~en0~. Noland quotes 

Desnoiresterresas saying that the play did not please the 

actors because of its republican subject (H.ll, p. 301). 

Some days after the dinner, Voltaire wrote to Thierot: 

"Mon cher ami, je valls·dis d'abord que j'ai 
retir€ Brutu~ .. On m'a assur€ de tant 6e 

cotes que ~rr:-de Crebl110n avait ete. trouver 
M. de Chabot (Ie cavalier de Rohan) et avait 
fait Ie complot de fairc tomber Brutus que je 
n eve u x pa s 1 e u r en· don n e r . 1 e pIa i. sir. " 

(Best. 359) 

28 
Lancaster, H.C. 

X~_~~~ __ y'~jl.!ai_re, p. 9. 

. I 

I 
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Voltaire's explanation is not altogether convincing. 

Desnoiresterresdoes not believe that the accusation that 

Cr~billon's intrigue was the real reason for Voltaire to 

postpone the play: 

No u s· n e c roy OllS g u~ res ( . .} a l' a c c usa t ion 
dont l'auteur de·Rhadamiste est ici l'objet. 
Nature indolente, paresseu~e, inhabile a 
l'intrigue, Cr~billon n'~tait pas hamme a 
enchr@~eter, en dehors de ses trag~dies,des 
tramcs aussi noires. 

(N.II, p •. 301) 

New difficulties presented themselves during the 

rehearsals when Mlle. Lecouvreur died suddenly. Voltaire 

had expected her to take the rale of Tullie, the leading 

feminine part, and hope~ that her talent and popularity 

would contribute to th~ success of the play. He now entrusted 

the role to NIle. Dangeville, an inexperienced actress of only 

fifteen years of age. She was ill at ease on the stage, 

obviously ~uffering from stage fright. Vol~aire sought to 

comfort her: 

Votre timidite "-mema vous fait honneur. 
II faut prendre denain votre revan~he. 
J'ai vu tomber Mariamme, .et je l'ai vue 
se relever. 

In his heart Voltaire was less confident about the outcome .of 

the play, as he admits to Tbieriot:. "Je VOtIS envoie In 
p 

Henriade, mon c~er ami, ~vec plus de confiance que je ne 

Je Buis bi~il malacie) je crois que clest 

de peur." (Best. 371) 
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Voltaire's fears proved unfounded, as the play, in 

its first run, turned out to be a success. In its first run, 

from December 11, 1730 to January 17, 1731, Brutus had 

- -fifteen -performances. 



CHAPTER II THE PLOT AND ITS STRUCTURf, 

PART 1 

Summary of the Plot 

The theme of a father condemning a son to death was 

n6t·an invention of Voltaire; it was well established before 

Voltaire based his play upon it. The legend of Lucius Junius 

Brutus had been narrated by Livy .. Nany changes had occurred 

by the time the original theme was moulded into dramatic 

form. Voltaire followed Mlle. Bernard and introduced the 

love theme. For dramatic purposes, he altered Livy's 

chronology in such a way that Tarquin, supported by the kings 

of Po~senna, is already at war with Rom~. 

-The action takes place in the city of Rome; the play 

opens with a meeting of the senate with Brutus expressing his 

satisfaction that-finally the kingd of Porsenna have begun to 

recognize that the Romans wil~ no longer tolerate being 

oppressed. Brutus then announces the. arrival of Arons, 

ambassador of the kings of Porsenna and enemies of Rome 

and leaves to the senate the decision of allowing Ar~ns a 

hearing. Va16rius, the other consul, stresses the unreliability 

of ambassadors and kings and suggests that Arons be sent back 

without a hearing. Yet Brutus sees the visit as a hommage paid 

to free citizens. The senate· then takes the vote and Arons is 
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allowed one day to collect the gold due to Tarquin~ as this 

was left behind when Tarquin. had to flee Rome. 

Arons then comes on to the stage and takes his place 

on the throne, which had been ~repared for him in advance. 

Arons flatters Brutus for the greatness of the Senate and 

reminds Brutus of the prosperous times Rome had known under 

the Kings. Brutus interrupts Arons' speech and retorts that 

in Rome there is place for one law only, reconfirming his 

allegiance to Rome and its citizens~ Brutus defends Rome's 

refuial to submit to tyranny and each declares war on the 

other. Arons pledges his allegiance to the Kings and then 

withdraws to consult with Albin and Messala. 

Arons informs M~ssala, a Roman, that his friends will 

rebel if a leader can be found who is important enough to 

make Tarquin remember them. Titus, who is in charge of the 

main gate to Rome~ is the obvious choice. 

distinction by winning trophies when he def~ated the enemy. 

Arons tells Messala that Titus' bitterness with regard to 

·the senate can be exploited: Titus feels that the senate 

did not recognize his services bj electing him a consul. 

In addition, Arons f~els .that Hessula, as Titu~' personal 

friend, can exoloit Titus' love for Tullie, Tarquin's 

T 1.1 1 1. i. e had bee n g i ve n h O's pit a 1 tty by B rut us IV 11 en 

her exnelled from Rome. 
o • 

Act II starts with a scene between ~essala and- Titus. 



Messala, now the collaborator of Arons, tells Titus that 

Titus' passions of ambition, love~ deserve more than the 

ungrateful attitude of the senate. Messala tempts Titus 

by telling him that he may lose Tullie if he does not 

take'part in the conspiration to overthrow the regime of 

Brutus and the consuls. Yet Titus chooses to put his 

duty above his love for Tullie. 

win him over he does not yield. 

Even when Arons tries to 

The efforts to convince 

ritus end when Brutus appeals to Messala to look after his 

son should danger arise. Brutus stresses above all that 

Titus should adhere. to the Jaws. Scene v is a soliloquy 

in which Messala condemns Brutus' rigorous conception of 

virtue. 

23 

Act III starts with Arons expressing his satisfaction 

that he has received a letter from Tarquin, who promises Tullie 

to 1'i tttS if he agrees to t",k@ part in theeoflspi-ration. Albin, 

the aide of Arons, informs him that a final attack on the 

Quirinal gate has been arranged. Messala informs Arons that 

his mission with Titus failed. He succeeded, however, in 

winning the confidence of Tib~rinus, Titus' broth@r. Arons 

then announces the content of the letter to Tullie, who 

accepts the proposal. In scene v Tullie tries to win Titus 

over, but he refuses and suggests that Tullie accept the 

republic and his father. Brutus, in a farewell scene, reminds 

Tullie to obey the laws and says that, if he gave her 
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hos~itality, this was done out of respect fo~ her father. 

Titus breaks down when Tulli~ is ordered to leave and he 

asks to talk to Arons. He consults Messala, who informs 

him that he is on the side of Arons and also that Tib§rinus; 

Titus' brother, joined the conspiracy. The final scene of 

Act III is a monologue spoken by Titus, who implores the 

gods to help him before he succumbs and becomes a collaborator. 

Act IV begins with a scene between Titus, Arons and 

Hessala. Titus now says to Arons that he has decided to 

collaborate. He accuses Arons of e~ploiting him at a weaker 

moment in life. Ti.tus ex~lains to Hessa1e that, if he has 

agreed to conspire, it is because he owes allegiance to 

Tarquin above all. Tul1ie maintains that it is Brutus who 

is the only obstacle to their being united. Titus, still 

struggling between love and duty, implores Tu1lie to loathe 

him. Th~s Tul1i e re fuse.s • j;.Iessala informs T-ittts that all 

precautions fQr the conquest of the Quirinal gate have been 

taken, and that it is for Titus to give a clear answer. 

~itusl on the point of replying, is confronte~ with Brutus. 

Brutus informs Nessala and Titus that Rome is in danger and 

• that he expects Titus to ·save the city. Titus "asks his father 

to lay the fRte of the city in other hands. Brutus refuses, 

a-nd reminds Titus that his duty is 'to Rome. and its citizens. 

When Titus has left the stage) Va].~rius reveals the fact that 

there is a conspiracy. He names Nessala and points out his 



potential influence upon Titus. 

requesting an urgent interview. 

The act ends with a slave 
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In the first scene of Act V, Brutus announces to 

__ the_senate that he had Messala-arrasted. ~e declares that 

no pity shou~d be shown to traitors. ,Brutus insists that 

Arons and Tullie stay to ~itness the execution of Messala 

and Tiberinus .. Then Valerius brings in the list of the 

conspirators. Brutus reads the name of Tiberinus, who had 

been killed when he resisted arrest. Brutus is urged to 

read on until he reaches the name of ritus. On seeing his 

SOl~!!S n~me he faints) and, 'having recovered, asks Valerius' 

to request t.he senate to have the father punished instead 

of the son. Valerius, after consulting the senate, informs 

Brutus that it is the wish of the senate that Brutus decide 

himself about the fate of Titus. Valerius tells Brutus that 

Tullie d-ied arrd acc-used Titus in her last moments. Brutus 

asks to be confronted with Titus and draws from him the 

admission that in a m6merit of weakness he had agreed to 

conspire. Titus implores Brutus not to hate him and requests 

that he be put to death. Brutus embrac~s him for the last 

time and sends him out to be executed. 

lies in the fact that Rome is free. 

Brutus' consolation 
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PART 2 

Internal Structure 

A feeling widely shared by dramatists and public 

alike between 1700 and 1730 was that ~lassical tragedy 

de a 1 t too m u c 11 \v i t h con ve r sat ion rat her t han "J i t hac t ion. 

Various and many interpretations of the term action and of 

its use to infuse new life into the concept of classical 

tragedy have been given. Many experiments were made. The 

most evident· interpretation of action was the introduction 

of melodramatic ele~ents. Drauatist~ such as Cr€billon 

used this technique and oft:en c.onfounded terror "lith horror; 

the cr~_.~~~ ... s.ang plnyed a great part, and recognition scenes 

were quite Common. Voltaire, in his preface to Brutes, takes 

i moderate stand. He felt that the unities, as established 

by the -dramatists of the seventeenth century, should be 

respected. At the same time, he was intrigued by certain 

aspects of Shakespeare, whose plays he saw in London. As 

~u=-tys. is the first play he \vrote after returning from 

England, one would expect it to show a balance of the two 

concepts of tragedy. 

'The charm of the characters 1 in Brutus is enhanced by 

. 
their social background. Following the convention of his 

1 
The psychological aspects of the characters will be 

dealt with in a later chapter. 
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time, Voltaire took an episode in Roman history as his subject; 

he iricorporated the dramatic obstacle in one role and in one 

person: Brutus. Although Brutus is a father, he is also a 

consul and in this duality lies the obstacle. The possibili-

ties for conflict thanks to family ti~s could well present an 

interesting aspect of Roman society. In contrast to Racine, 

who preferred to depict Greek court, Voltaire complied with 

the taste of his time and chose Roman history. 

Volt~ire showed care by limiting the number of persons 

in his trag(~dies. Brutus has nine personAges and this number: 

is not excessive. Racine, whose tragedies are devoted above 

all to the analysis of persons, has never more than a total 

of eight persons. 2 Difficulties could arise with physical 

representation on the stage, if this number was exceeded. In 

addition, the suIte of both Brutus and Arons might create an 

impression of spectacle, a feeling condemned by Voltaire in 

his Discours sur la trag~die which serves as the preface to 

Brutus. 

Thc confidants make up half of the total number of 

persons in Brutus and this is a very large proportion. They 

can be divided in three categories: the passivc, the active 

confidants and the collaborators . . Algine, the confidante of 

2 
Ph~dre has a total of eigh t perso"ns. 
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Tul~ie, is the most passive of all. Voltaire preferred her 

to take the role of a listen~r and she rarely acts in a way 

that causes development in the play. Albin and Proculus 

would fall in the category of active confidants as they act 

sometimes as a catalyst to the action. Hessala falls in the 

third category. From a confidant he chang~s to friend and 

collaborator. His importance as an active confidant is 

stressed when, at various places, he controls and gives 

direction to the action. As such, he would hardly be called 

a confidant, but becomes a character in the play. Voltaire 

considered him of such importance that he introduced him ~n 

the fLrst act:. 

Sch~rer gives the following definition of an exposition: 

"Partie de la piece de theatre qui fait connaitre tous les faits 

necessaires a l'intelligence de la situation initiale.,,3 

N Qrm_a 11)1 ~ the reveJ.a ti on of the. f a-ets m-ent iened in this part 

of the play takes place in the first act. Granted that Brutus 

is a play \V'hieh Harmontel \vould label "une piece a double 

in t rig u e "\ i. t may b e s aid t hat t he in i t: i a] sit u a t i on in the 

play with regard to the minor plot can be understood without 

the introduction of Titus and Tullie. Brutus is the story of 

3 1 -SClerer, J. 
4 _ 
Scherer, J. 

~a dramatuEgie c.lassique en France, p. 437. 

~cit., p. 55. 
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a military leader who is gradually confronted by facts which 

induce him to resort to the. final· decision of condemning his 

son to death. 

In addition, there is in ~~tu~ a minor plot which 

is devoted particularly to Titus. But granted the double 

nature of the plot, it may be said that the background to 

the story of Brutus is given tn the first act, in the dialogues 

between Brutus and Arons, and between Arons and Messala. Given 

the long discourse of Brutus at the beginning of Act I, it can 

be said that the tone is less intensified than that in Racine's 

plays. The long exposition creates an impression that tbe 

spectator will witness a tragedy ~hich will evolve in br~adth 

rather than in depth. 

The minor plot is mentioned for the first time in Act 

I, scene iv, when Messala remarks: "11 brule pour Tullie." 

The scene bet·ween Arons and Albin seems some,vhat superfluous. 

Here, Voltaire makes the mistake of allowing characters tell 

each other what both knew already for the information of the 

audience. 

It may be said that at the end of. Act I, scene iv, the 

exposition is complete. Enough facts are known for the initial 

situation to be understood. Arons' discussion with M~ssa1a 

~ith regard to the lovers must be considered as part of the 

action, as it seives as an introduction to Act II. Here it 

not for the introduc.tion of the deta.ils necessary for the 
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comprehension ,of the minor plot and for the scene between 

Arons and Albin, the exposition cduld have been even shorter. 

The action of the main plot consists in the accumu-

,lation of facts and the reactions of the characters to these 

f a'c t s . Conflict arises for the fi~st time in Act I, when 

Brutus and Arons d~ffer in opinion. ,Af~er'Brutus and Arons 

have pledged the oath on the same altar (r, ii), Arons consults 

-Albin and Messala and discusses the possibilities of winning 

over Titus. The major plot is then kept in the background until 

Act III, scene vi. It is recalled briefly ,by Arons (II, ii) 

and by Brutus (II, tv). The minor ~lot constitutes the 

subject matter of scenes iv and'v of Act III and of scene 

iii of Act IV. The existence of two plots, one centering 

around Brutus, the other around Titus, culminates in Act V. 

It merits examination, and the relationship between the two 

,plots will show new light ~pon the cLenoueu)ent. 

The main plot starts in Act I when Brutus announces 

the political situation of Rome. This theme is picked up 

again in Act II, scene iv, when Brutus implores Messala to 

look after Titus. He reiterates his position as a Roman 

consul in Act IV, scene vi. Act V deals mostly with the 

main plot. The minor plot comes into the open in Act III, 

scene iii and scene v. It reaches a climax in Act IV, 

seene iii. 

The edition of 1731 attributed a greater rale to the 

minot' plot. According to the preface, Voltaire maintained 
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that if love is present in a play, it should be the main 

issue. Thus, in the original editio~ Act II consists largely 

of scenes between Tullie-Algine and Tullie-Titus. Yet 

Voltaire realized that in these circumstances the main 

plot would be pushed in the background for the sake of 

the love theme. He finally opted for th~ reintroduction 

of Br.utus in Act' II, thus giving less stress,to the love 

theme. 

The emphasis on the main plot becomes clearer when 

,ole realize that there are only t\'iO ,feminine roles in the. 

play. In addition, these persons are rarely on the stag~. 

The emphasis then is on the conspiracy and it is hardly 

surprising to see Hessala and Arons almost consistently 

on the ~tage. Out of a total of thirty-four scenes, Messala 

appears in ten scenes, and, Arons in nineteen. Given that 

T u 11 i e has a r ole, in f 0 u r s c e n e s . on I y, i t III a y b e s aid t 11 at 

the minor plot is pushed more. and more into the background. 

Tullie, then, from the psycholbgical point of view, becomes 

a tool of one of the characters of the main plot - Arons. 

Tragedy demands that all episodes lead up to the 

denouement. 

terms: Hpartie de Is pie'ce de theatre qu:!. cou:prend I' elimi-

nation du dernier obstacle on de la dernier~ peripetieet les 
. -

. ~ 

eveneil1ents qui peuvent en resulte.:c. 'u Voltaire Has careful to 

have an obstacle that is d~al in nature. The obstacle in the 

5 S l' ," ,." ~ 
L C ,e" e /.) .>. 



mairi plot is largely external - the laws of !ome - whereas 

the obstacle in the minor plot consists of the internal 

struggle of Titus. Four threads or elements of interest 

~ghould normally coincide in the d~nouement and it may be 

worthwhile to ex~riine these elements. 

Brutus' or~ginal position was explained in the 

exposition (1, i and ii). He reveres the law above all, 

as is evident in A~t II, scene iv, Act II, scene vi, 

Act IV, scene vi and throughout the whole of Act V. This 
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attitude is ~arefully observed by Voltaire and is incorporated 

in Act V, wh~n Brutus makes his final decision to have Titus 

executed. 

The second element is in the character of Arons. 

He was in strong disagreement with Brutus in the first act. 

Arons, in Act III, scenes i and vi, is mainly concerned with 

the conspiracy. Act V show~ that Arons' plans with regard to 

the conspiration collapsed and Brutus has him witness the 

executions only. As such, this second thread is followed 

up by Voltaire and it culminates in the d§nouement. The 

third thread, Messala, is disposed of. 

later that he has killed himself. 

The audience learns 

Tullie's last moments are also mentioned. 

preferred not to reintroduce her in the fifth act. 

Voltaire 

This is 

not an inferior dramatic technique, as she is only a tool of 

Arons. The final thread is also followed through till the 
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denouemen t: Titus appears on the stage and Brutus decides 

on his fate. With this final jud~ement of Brutus, it may 

b~ said that the d~nouement is complete. 

Another aspect of a denou~.!.:lJ.ent is its rapidity; 

conventional tragedy called for this rapid conclusion. The 

denouement starts with the arrival of the slave. Brutus 

knows at that moment that Rome is in danger, although he 

is unaware of the fact that the traitors are among the consuls 

and his family. The action is then arrested by a discussion 

between Brutus and Arons and it is only then that the final 

Brutus learns first of the death. of 

Tibfrinus, then of the betrayal of Titus. The discussion 

with Arons, and later with Titus, for whom Brutus had to 

wait, preventsa rapid conclusion. 

The existence of two plots, then, impedes upon the 

urdty Gf neti-on, hut not neeessarily upon the unity of 

interest. Voltaire is most successful in Act I and Aet V, 

where the unity of action is maintained. The constant coming 

and going in Acf II, Act III 2.nd Act IV ea·uses a divided 
l 

iriterest and puts the emphasis upon the visible rather than 

in the psychological aspect of the play .. Relatively numerous 

scenes between master and confidants give an impressirin of 

~pectacle; they stress what the audience already knows and 

they hold up the action. 
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PART 3 

External Structure 

Voltaire paid more attention to the setting of 

Brutus than he had to any of his previous plays. The stage 

represents a part of the consular hou~e on the Tarpeian rock: 

"Le temple -se voit dans Ie fond. Les senateurs 
sont assembl~s entre Ie temple et la maison, 
devant l'autel de ~ars Les s€nateurs 
sont rangfs en demi-cercle. Des licteurs avec 
leurs fai~ceaux sont debout derri~re les 
s6nateuTs. H 

(H.II, p. 327) 

Change of place takes place in Act I, scene iii. The action 

is supDosed to have been transferred 'from the rock to the 

apartment of Brutus. According to stage directions, the 

interior of an apartment was to be shown as well as the 

place where the senate assembled. Another change was to 

have Arons - preceded by lictors - pass before the consuls 

and senators to a seat prepared for him in advance. Voltaire 

stated also in the preface that the senators wore red robes. 6 

Those who favoured the simplicity of classical tragedy 

deplored these innovations. As late as 1758 La Grange-

Chancel expressed this vie~: 

---------------------------,----,._--

6 
Voltaire possibly found this precedent for 1Jnusual 

costuming and stage decoration id a lost tragedy, Ferrier's 
X~E~.t~,~~~le; see Lancaster, H. French Tragedy i,n th0.. Time of 
_Lt)~Lf:l ____ 3Y _~l~_~_~~_.!: .. <d, re, p. 127. ---------------------------------------------------



IiJe ne puis m'empecher aussi de comhattre. 
la fausse opinion de ceux qui voudroient 
corrompre la noble simplicit§ de la 
tragEdie par des spectacles inutiles, au 
qui du moins ne peuvent etre re~us que 
dans les tragEdies en machines."7 
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These innovations, no doubt, were daring for the time. 

Li.on notes: "C'etait prendre deja d'assez grandEes libert6s 

la regIe de l'.unite de lieu." B Scherer notes: "Le 

deuxi~me ennemi de l'unite de lieu est Ie goGt du public 

pour les Elements spectaculaires de la representation 

theatrale."g 

Volt~ire observed the unity of time. Brutus' 

discussions with Arons, the conspiracy, the love affair. 

and the res u 1 tin g ~~~_~~~!.. em e 11. t_ C 0 u 1 d h a vet a ken p lac e 'v i. t 11 in 

the prescr.ibed t,·,enty-four hours. The duration of the 

action would, in daily life, have lasted only little longer 

than the duration of the play. 

Each act in a classicHl tragedy is supposed to be a 

~Yh ole 1. nit s elf. Ideally, there should be a gradual building 

up of tension till a climax is n~ached upon >,yhi.ch there should 

be a leveliing off of tension. It CRn be shown that Voltaire 

adhered to this manner of composing. 

<) 

Ft·cnc.h '2ragedy_ in the 1"-,1.1"e o.f<L __ ou:Ls ----. -----~--------::::-----------.- ---~.~-:--------------------
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Act, I starts with the re1a~ive1y calm speech of 

Brutus. Tension is created when it appears that Val€rius 

and Brutus have a d~fferent opinion of Roman hospitality. 

Dramatic conflict arises in the di~pute with Arons which 

rea~hes a climax when both BrUtus and Arons pledge their 

oath of loyalty on the same altar. Tension eases in scene 

iii when Arons c6nfers with Albin. A discussion of this 

nature, which is more a commentary of 'Arons' dispute with 

Brutus, does ,not only hold up the action, but also works 

as,a relief to the conflict. The initial curve is again 

intensified when Messala parti~ipates in the discussion. 

Intrigue in the main plot is produced by Messala's decision 

to participate in the conspiracy and, thus, the stage is 

set for.Act II. 

The climax in Act II is in scene ii. The act 

starts with a discussion between Xitus and Messala, followed 

by the scene between Titus and Arons. The first scene, then, 

served as a good introduction,' given that Messala was the 

aide of Arons. Arons informs Titus that he can win the 

hand of Tu11ie and the throne, provided that he collaborates. 

Relief is provided when 'Titus discusses his dilemma with 

Messala and it 1s then that Brutus interrupts . The sudden 

. 
arrival of Brutus in Act II, scen~ iv, comes, as a surprise 

because the spectator has not in any way been prepared for 

it. The ~cene does not follow logically from the interior 
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dev~lopments of Act II. As such, its function is almost 

anti-climatic and is close to a co~ de theatre. 

Voltaire realised this dramatic weakness, as the 

edition from 1731 had only one plot. The original Act II 

opened with a dialogue between Tu11ieand A1gine. This 

scene was an excellent introduction to the main confrontation 

of Tullie and Titus. The conflict between Titus and Tu1lie 

was then discussed- by Titus and Massala in the scene 

which provided a certain easing of tension. Th e 1 a s t see n e 

waa a monolo~ue by Titus, who lamented his fate. 

The tension of Act III is broken by the appearance 

of Tu1lie in scene iii. La Harpe observed that she 

appeared too late. IO Har role beccnes less and less 

important because of the lengthy discussions between 

Arons, Albin and Messala. The attention, then, shifts 

to the minor plot, followed by a confrontation between 

Titus and Tu1lie. The major plot is taken up again by the 

appearance of Brutus in scene vi. Scene vi in Act III would 

appear to be a climax, but climax is rather achieved in 

scene v only in the tense dialogue betweeri Titus and 

Tul1ie. Its exposition was in Act I when Brutus explained 

that Tullie was given hospitality. 

10 
Lancaster~ H.C. 

!:.?_~~_,?_-''{ V _~~..'!_~o 1 t_ air ~ , i). 



The climax in Act Iy is ach~eved by the inverse 

process of Act II. In Act II Titus meets first Messala, 

then Arons. This is an upward trend in terms of tension, 

given that Titus meets the most important person last. In 

Act IV Titus meets first Aro~s, then Messala, then Tullie. 

Given that Tullie is now a tool in the ha~ds of. Arons, it 

becomes clear that the climax ~n Act IV, scene iii, is 

inferior to Titus' mental struggle in. Act III, scene v. 
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Classical tragedy required Act IV to be a commentary 

upon the earlier part of the drama. If the dialogue between 

Titus and Tullie was to lead to a cli~ax, it never reached 

the degt'ee of intensity of its parallel scene v, Act III. 

Relief in this act is provided by Titus' monologue in scene 

iv. 

Act V has two climaxes the first being in scene ii, 

\1711en Brutus disp~ses of Arons. The climax in scene iii occurs 

when Brutus reads the names of TibErinus and Titus. This is 

the more s~ccessful climax beoause of its psychological 

importance for Brutus. The much criticized scene vii, whe~e 

Brutus summons Titus, comes close to the melodramatic. The 

summons of Titus arrests rapid action till Brutus' oraiorical 

flash: "Rome est libre: ,il suffit. .Rendons graces aux 

dieux. 1I (N. II, p. 381) 

Exposition and climax within the acts, then, is most 

successful in Acts I and V. The divided interest prevents a 
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building up of tension in Acts II) III and IV. This 

weakness, from the point of " view of contemporary conventions, 

did not prevent Voltaire from having two climaxes in Act V. 

whic~ naturally were incorporated in the d~nouement. Normally, 

as Act IV is an act where the facts are resumed before the 

final catastrophe sets in, one could not accept a highly 

developed climax in that act. 

Another convention of classical tragedy was that the 

intervals betw"een acts were to be reasonably explainable, thus 

enabling the' audience to aecept as probable the changes said 

to have taken place. Act II starts with a non from Mess~la. 

This technique may be labelled suecessful, as normally Titus 

would have had time to take a decision between the interval. 

He would have been able to reflect upon Arons l proposal. 

Transition between Act II and Act III is less 

successful. Act II finished with Nessala condemning Brutus' 

attitude. Act III start~ with Arons, who has received the 

letter. Voltaire did not here iin against the noiion of 

probability, but the audience might well have expected 

Brutus to open this act. 

Act IV starts with the oui of Titus. The oui reflects 

the decision by Titus and fulfills as such the same function 

as the non of Hessala in Act II. The oui at the opening of 

Act V sets the tone for the discussion of H.OTI1(!:. t S 

:1. s t 0 f (] 11 0 \.} • It deals with Brutus' reflection of the tyranny 



of the Tarquins. All intervals, then, between the acts may 

be said to be successful. 

Voltaire made use also of the possibilities of the 

monologue. Basically, the expression of'an emotion, the 

monologue expresses the inner conflict of the hero. The 

first monologue is in Act II, scene v, wheie Messala 

expresses his dissent with Brutus. This monologue has the 

form of a tirade. It is less the expression of an inner 

sentiment than the expression of a political opinion. As 

such it is close to an ~~arte.ll Messala's monologue is 

sficcesaful in that it leads up to his decision to collab~rate 

with Arons. 

Tullie has a mon~logue in Act III, scene iv. She 

first dismisses Algine before expressing her sentiments. 

In contrast to Messala's monologue in Act II, which expressed 

conteillpt. Tu11ie's monologue expresses amazement and hope. 

Tullie's monologue is less intense as Voltaire did not analyse 

in detail her acute distress. 

If Messala's and Tullie's monologues are only faint 

expressions of inner conflict~, then the monologue of Titus 

in Act IV, scene iv, is a lamentation. This monologue 

expresses Titus' grief at its peak, as he is now bound to 

--.-.--- ---_._--._------_ ... _._ .•.... ------_ .. _-----_._. __ ._---

<: • •.. ()SJ_(~ 

gives 

11 
\,-1 e h n ve a n e. x a IT: P 1 e 0 fan .a p a ~~_~ :1. n A TIl P 11 i try 0 11 \·7 h e 11 

:l. sal en eon the stu g e in t 11 e f i 11 a 1 see n e-;-'-lle "t·h e n 
his point of view in a tirade. 
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lose Rome or Tullie. Ideally, a monologue should refl.ect the 

inner conflict of the hero. l2 As a form of expression, Titus' 

monologue resembles Tullie's monologue in Act II, as both mono-

logues are a re£lectiorr of the pant snd ~crve as ~iaisons 

be tHe(::n scenes. Alone on the stage, .Titus, in his 

lamentation, is a moving· spectacle for the audience and his 

monologue enabl~s him to perceive what he should do. Brutus' 

monologue in Act V, scene iv, is less indicative of an inner 

conflict. Here the audience does not identify Hith Brutus 13 

and the emphasis of the monologue is upon the past, which 

Br.utu.s deplores. 

The rilain function of the monologues ~ then, in Brutus 

is to comment upon the situation or to express political 

vieHpoillts. Yet the monologues' lack of expression of the 

inner conflict does not always touch the heart of the audience. 

Titus' monologue, then, would be nn exception. 

Voltaire is sparse in his use of r~cits. The. only 

r~cit in the play is irt Act I, scene i. Here Brutus recalls 

the past acts of the kings to ju~tify the present political 

system. Brutus wil.l do the sqme in Act III, scene vi, vhen 

he addresses Tullie: 

--------_._--_._------------------------ .. ------------

12 . 
The monologue of Figaro in Le Mariage de Figaro comes 

closest tc the ideal monologu.e.. Alo·i1eon-·-i.l1-e-~stage-~---ti1e
audience sees and fee.J.s Figal'o 's- inner conflict. At the 
same tiG0, Figaro's mono]oguc expresses social criticism. 

13 
The psychological aspect of Brutus' inner conflict 

will be dealt with in 2 later chapter. 



"Dans les premiers eclats de's tempetes puhliques, 
Rome n'a pu vous rendre ~ Vas dieux domestiques; 

(M.II, p, 358) 

Although it may be said that these rficits slow down the action, 

they are relevant to the issue. ~his is especially so in 

Act V, scene i, where Brutus 'goes to great lengths to 

iummarise the situatiori. 

Conventi~nal tragedy did noi allow more than eight 

persons on the stage at the Bame time~ Voltaire, possibly 

under the influence of Shakespearian plays, wanted to change 

this custom. Thus Act I, scene ii, shows two major and two 

minor characters; in addition. ,both Brutus and Arons hav~ 

their own suites. The presence of at least ten persons on 

the stage (V, v) may be pleasing to the eye, but it takes 

at~entiDn away from the inner conflict of Brutus, which is 

supposed to be the central issue. A most unusual dramatic 

technique is used in Act IV, scen~ viii, when a new 

character is introduced - Pr~culus. 

Exits and entries in classical tragedy should be 

justified. Voltaire's respect for this requirement is 

evident in scene i, Act III, when Albin is dismissed by 

Arons. Vol t a i T' e s h 0 H S . the s a r;1 e car e :i n Act I I I) s c e n e iv, 

when Algine is dismissed by Tu111e when she is no longer 

needed in the dialogue. There is no reason why Arons should 

tb.e Titus ~ ........ ..:1 rp ... 11":r.. 
ctllU .lU..I. . ..l .. ..LC 

(TTT 
\ .L .L J.. , v),. 

Alginels presence may be excused as co~fidants were obliged to 
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he present at dialogues between amants. The reappearance 

in the same act of Albin, possibly for the use of spectacle 

in scene vi, enhances the visible aspect. Similarly, 

Voltaire did not care to have Brutus dismiss the slave 

after Brutu~' political address to tbelatter (V, i). 

Scenes should be' closely linked together. Ideally, 

the transition ,from one scene to another should follow 

logically from the argument from the preceding scene. The 

last part of every scene is most important and the dramatist 

has various devices at his disposal ~o connect the various 

scenes. One of the more common devices is known as the 

technique of 'dismissal'. 

Voltaire employed the technique of 'dismissal' in 

Act III, scene i. Arons had been discussing the arrival of 

the letter from Tarquins and its significance as a tool to 

win the confidence of Titus. Albin is the~ dismissed on the 

grounds that Arons is supposed to meet Tullie in secret. 

This technique enabl~s Voltaire to begin scene ii. A similar 

techni.'que'is used in Act V, scene ii. Brutus obliges Arons 

to leave, just as Arons dismissed Algihe in Act III. Brutus 

gives the order to have Arons taken away to witness the 

executions: "Qulon l'emme,nc s licteurs". 

. 
This 'dismisDal' fs a lIleaJlS of transition and a Hay is found 

to have scene iii sta~ted. 

Another way of linking the scenes is by announcing the 



arr~val of a person. This technique is closely related to 

the technique used in Act I!I, scene i, where Arons announces 

the arrival of the princess. An instance of an announcement 

of arrival of another person would be in Act V, scene i: 

first there is the speech of Brutus, followed by the 

announcement of the arrest of Arons, and this information 

serves as a link between scenes i and ii. 

A variation upon the technique of 'dismissal' and 

!announcement' is the procedure of summoning. Summoning 

takes place :'it the end of a scene Hhen the protagonist 

says that somebody is to be introduced. Voltaire uses 

this techni.que fr0m t:ime to tjmp.. An instance would be 

in the scene where Brutus summons Titus: "Lic:teurs, que 

devant moi l'on amene Titus." (1'1.11, p. 377) Sometimes 

this device takes the form of an order given by a person 

to his ~uite: tlQue 1e senat nous suive," (N.II, p. 371) 

Or it may take the form of an excuse that time is passing: 

"Seigneur, Ie temps me p1'e8se." (H.II, p. 358) The feeling 

in the audience that another scene is to follow is sometimes 

brought about by the adieu. Voltaire uses this means of 

transition in Act V, scene vii, where Titus leaves Brutus: 

"Adieu: je vais peril' digne encore de mon ·perc." (t-'I'-II, 

p. 380) A similar means of transition is used in Act IV, 

scene i~ where Aroni preterids to leave Titus. These mechanical 

means of transition, then, are of an external nature. They 



u~derline the external aspect of the play, but they express 

ra~ely the inner conflict of the heroes. 

Voltaire, in his desire to strike a balance between 

more action and more sensibility, employed the technique 

of surprise. Here the obvious choice 'vas the per~petie 

with its dramatic elements of surprise and stimulation. 

Scherer defines the peripetie in the follo\ving terms: 

"Peripetie est un changement de fortune, au Ie passage 

d'un etat a un autre, contre ce qu'bn.avait attendu."]./I 

The pe~ip~J:.j.e can be caused by the iI).tervention of an 

external force which will have a psychological effect upon 

a person's feelings. 

A mechani cal per:iJ2..§..!ie takes place in Act II, 

scene iv. Its source is outside of the person as it is 

an interruption by Brutus, who iriforms Messala that a 

conspiracy is pending. The action is stimulated by this 

intervention, but it does not reveal an inner conflict of 

any hero in the play. A similar technique is used when 

~ersons report a. new devel6pment. An instance is found 

in scene viii, Act IV, ",hen menti.on is m-ade of a slave \Vho 

reported the conspirAcy .. The much criticized scene v, Act 

]: V, s h 0 i:l S excess of a p ~_ rip et:} e . The sudden appearance of .-

. -------- ---- ----~--------.-.-------.--.----.--.---------------. ~ .. ---- ------_._--------

l/j 
S eh e 1'(: r, J. - ~:~ __ (=!Ea!a~~'ur_'.._~~_~l as..:~~_q_~~~_e21 __ E_~_a_~~~~, p. 85, 

~i S q 7 . .1 0 t E: d f r (I [,1· 1) e B c 11 C' g ,1. r d f:, TT Lettrcs curieuses de littera-
tU:r2 et de morale, p. 329. 



Bru~us is not accounted for: "Le fond du theatre s'ouvre. 1t 

(H.II) p. 368) Here we havff a change of fortune which does 

not emanate from the inner conflict from external 

circumstances only. This technique is called a coup de th~atre. 

Ide a 11 y. the p e rjJ?~ tie s h a u 1 d ref 1 e c ~ the pro g res s 0 f the 

physical action and of the psychological tiansformation of 

the heto at the same time. This technique takes place in 

Act III, scene vi, and it may be worthwhile to follow its 

progress. 

The scene starts with Brutu~"ordering Tullie to leave. 

This initial statement co~vinces Titus that he is going tp 

lose TuIlle. The passion for Tu11ie which"gradually had been 

built up in Titus causes him to be deeply shocked on 

learning this information. Quickly recovering himself, Titus 

changes opinion and asks to talk to Arons: "Pourrai--j e vous 

parle'r?" (H. II, p. 358) 

A combination of the physical and the psychological 

surprise takes place also in the denouement when Brutus is 

presented with the list of conspirators. 

most successful when it coincides with-the climax. This 

9 • 

happens in Act II, where Arons expected Titus to accept 

his proposals, until Titus recognizes the trap~ "Sa fille! 

d"i e ux ! 'l'ul1ie! o voellX infortunes-!" 

Voltaiye l s usc. of the"per~_pet.J_e)·then, is most_ successful 

wlH::ce the external circurnst2Hces ,cause a psychological 



cha~ge ln the hero and where. there is a maXlmum of simpli

city ln its psychological effect upon the hero. 

In general, then, Voltaire's technique is good. He 

breaks certain conventions and traditions of the seventeenth 

century) but he does so to please the public. This move 

emphasizes more and more his desire to make tragedy, not 

only a conflict, but also a pleasurable spectacle. The 

stress upon the visible, howeve~, pushes the psychological 

aspects of the persons more and more into the background. 



CHAPTER III CHARACTERIZATION 

Voltaire chose to b~lng characters on the stage whose 

characteristics are revealed as the action proceeds. Broadly 

s~ea~ing, there are likeable and disagreeable characters in 

~rutus, and the audience sympathises '>lith the mai.n characters 

.for some personal motive. Dramatic conflict arises when 

Voltaire shows that these characters have their unsympathetic 

side, which is repulsive to the audience. Thus, Voltaire's 

basic dramatic idea of Brutus is very much the same as that 

of his predicessors Sophocles, Cornei1ls and Racine. 

Brutus first appears in scene i and immediately gains 

the sympathy of the audience by his sincere desire to save 

Rome and its people: 

Destructeurs des tyrans, vous qui n'avez pour rols 
Que les dieux de Numa~ vas vertus et nos lois, 
Enfin notre annemi commence a nous conna!tre. 

(}1 • 1 r, p. 32 7) 

Ass 00 n a s Val e r ius Pub 1 i cola tell s h i ill t hat A ron s s h au 1 d 

not be given a hearing,' Brutus objects. He suggests that for 

the people and its reputation it would be better to show 

Arons the freedom of the people of Rome: 

people. 

Je vois cette ambassade, au nom des souverains, 
Comme un premier hommage aux citoyens romains. 

(H.II, p. 328) 

Scene ii shows a Brutus who again speaks up for the 

When Arons tries to slander the people of Rome s 



Brutus defends them: 

Arr@tez; sachez qu'tl faut qu'on nomme 
Avec plus de respect les citoyens de Rome. 
Le gloire du senat est de representer 
Ce peup1e vertueux que l'on ose insulter. 

(M.II, p. 329) 
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Brutus, in these first scenes, shows which course the action . 
is going to take. Well-spoken, there is no contempt in the 

way i~ which he, addresses Arons. There is dignity and a 

certain melancholy in his voice when he makes an effort to 

address Arons by his name: 

Nous avons fait, Arons, en Tui rendant hommage, 
Serment d'obeissance et non point d'esc1avage; 

(M • II, p. 3 3 0 ) 

Thj,s hJ the 18ngnage of a man who ,reg 1'e ts fonner. 

friendship, but \;1ho realizes that fiO '-lay back is possible. 

Brutus uses the same form of address "1hen he says: ilArons, 

il n'est plus temps: chaque Etat a ses lois." (H.II, p. 331) 

Bru~us respects the la~s of ~ospitality and claims 

to know what suffering can mean to a princess: 

Mslg1'6 la juste ho1'reur que j'si pour sa famil1e, 
Le senat ~ mes soins s confie sa fi11e; 
( . . ) 
Mais je Bais ce qu'on d~it de bontes et d'honneur 
A son sexe, ~ son age, et surtout au malheur. 

(M.lI t p. 333) 

Brutus' nobility of mind induces him to extend this 

hospitality to Arons: "11a mais on cep'endan t as t "110 t re s lire t e; 

jouissez-y des droits de l'hospitctlite.!I (M.II, p. 333) 

Brutus sh6ws his contempt of luxury which can only lead to 

corTuption: "Prenez c:et or, Arons, i1 est viI a nos yeux." 
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(M.li, p. 333) By the end ~f Act I ~rutus has been shown to 

be a man of integrity who will not Ie t his personal feelings 

ovar··rule the interest of Rome and its people. 

Brutus next appears in Act lIt scene iv, and here 

he is show'n as a consul tryin.g to tvarn Hessala for the 

c.onspi racy. Brutus is genuine in hi~ con~ern for Titus. 

Voltaire ensures. that Brutus retains the favourable impression 

UpOD the audience when Brutus points out to Messala that Titus 

may be seduced by Arons' proposals: IiIl (Arons) leur parle~ 

at je crains les discours s~duis8nts/D'un ~inistre vieilli 

dans 11art des courtisans." (M.II, p: 346) 

Up till Act III, scene vi, Brutus shows no flaws in 

his character. So far Brutus resembles the Brutus of Mlle. 

Bernard. The <harsher side of Livy's Brutus is softened by 

the introduction of human elements s~ch as hospitality and 

a genuine care for his son Titus. 

Act IV, scene vi, shows Brutus' 'surprise when his 

son Titus hesitates to accept ~he command to the defense of 

the city. Brutus', genuine care for the safety of Rome 

enhances his sympathy with the audience. Brutus~ as a 

Roman consul and as a fathers is disappointed in his son 

and his dilemma becomes greater as he had promised earlier 

ihat no pardon should be shown to traitors: 

Si dans Ie sein de Rome 11 se trouvait un trattre, 
Qui regret tat les rofs et qui ~oulGt un martre~ 
Q~e Ie perfide maure au milieu des tourments! 

(H.II, p. 332) 
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Bruttis, in his nobility of mind, refuses to believe that his 
. 

son eould betray Rome. His integrity is shown by his 

uncompromising attitude. This concept of virtue makes no 

"allowance for doubt when a just cause is at stake: 

Mais je te verrai va~ncre, au mourrai, comme toi'l 
Vengeur du nom romBi~, libre encore, et sans roi. 

(M.II, p; 370) 

According to Bru~us, a Roman should serve Rome without question: 

lino nne ton sang a Rome, et n'en exige rien " (M.II, p. 369) 

The rigid concept of viriue on the part of Brutus is 

at the root of the conflict with his son Titus. Yet Brutus 

does not allow his family ties to intervene with what he 

considers his duty and family affection is pushed more and 

more into the background as Act IV, scene vii~ shows. A 

closer connection between Brutus and Titus is prevented by 

the announcement of the conspiracy by Val:rius. This 

"external event takes up Brutu~' time and prevents him f~om 

discussing Titus' conflict with the latter. 

Brutus~ throughout Ac~ V, becomes the perfect 

executioner of the law, as he had pr6mised to be in Act I," 

scene ii. If he had still shown genuine care for his son 

in Act II, scene iv, the laws in Act V prevent him from" 

1 
Lancaster, in French Dramatic Literature in the 

S eve n tee nth C e n t t1 r y • -p-:-" 35 6, not est hat H 11 e.- B ern a r diS 

Brutus shows the same hardness of character: When reproached 
for this characteristic by the press~ Mlle. Bernard replied 
that BrutuA may be harsh in public, but not necessarily so 
in private 1.ife. 
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saving Titus. _ This strict adherence to the laws on the part 

of Brutus gives to his confrontation with Titus its peculiarly 

oratorical quality. Had-Brutus experienced a deep inner conflict 

-he would, undoubtedly, have expressed himself with greater 

ve-hemence. 

Brutus: Arr@te, t~meraire 

Titus: 

De deux fils que j'aimai les dieux m'avaient 
fait pere; 

'J'ai perdu l'~n; que dis-je? ah, malheureux 
Titus! 

Parle: ai-je encore-un fils? 

Non, vous n'en ~vez plus. 
(H.II, pp. 378..,379) 

Act V sho"\vs a Brutus \vho is- completely loyal to Rome 

and t a its 1 a "tv S • This loyalty entails servitude in the Roman 

ethic. In return this servitude !will find as recompense 

security within the Roman order. Brutus gives an instance 

of this Roman ethic when he gives freedom to his slave who 

_discovered the conspiracy. Brutus says: 
. -

Et toi, dont la naissance et l'aveugle destin 
N'avait fait qu'un esc1ave et dut faire un Romain, 
Par qui Ie sSnat vit, par qui Rome est sauv~e, 
Re~ois 1& libertfi que tu m'as conserv~e; 

(M.rI t p.- 373) 

Brutus, in this Act, respects again the laws of hospitality when 

he decides not to execute Arons. On behalf of the Senate 

and the people of Rome, he shows mercy in justice: 

Et Ie seul ch&timent qu'ici nous t'imposons, 
Clast de voir expirer les citoyens parfides 
Qui liaient avec toi leurs complots ~arricides. 

(M.Il l p. 374) 
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Brutu$ then, is a cO,nsul who?e ,inner life stays 

concealed for the audience. He is the ~erfect Roman consul 

in that he executes the laws as they have been written down, 

'and he appears to be genuine in this duty. Part of the 

reason that the liberal audie~ce of the 1730's did not like 

the figure of Brutus lies in the fac~ thai Brutus is a flat 

character. Voltaire did not depict Brutus as a psychologically 

rich character and a liberal audience ,would not sustain for a 

long time an interest in Brutus ~s he is portrayed. 

Titus' character is more complex. Titus admits from 

the outset that he finds it difficult "to control his natu~e: 

Ah! j'aime avec transport, je hais avec furie: 
Je suis extr&me en tout, je l'avoue, et mon coeur 
Voudrait en tout se vaincre, et connatt son erreur. 

(M.II, p. 3.39) 

Titus first appears in Act II, scene,i, and he admits to his 

friend Messala that he is una~le to control his instinctive 

passion for Tullie. Voltaire en~u~ed Titus' sympathy with 

the audience by the introduction of this trait in Titus. 

Titus feels, as a virtuous Roman, that he should be ashamed 

of his loss of control, as he admits to Messala: 

Je rougis de moi-m@me et d'un feu t€m~raire, 
Inutile, imprudent~ 1 mon devoir contraire. 

(M.II, p. 3lJO) 

T.he sympathy of Titus is enhanced by his struggle to have his 

duty prevail over his passions: 

Non, aui~ won devoir est Ie maItre. 
Non? crais-moi, lihomme est libre au 'moment qu'il veut 

l"@tl.'e. 
(N.II~ p. 341) 



Titus' downfall may be said to start at Act II, 
, 

scene ii. Weaker than Brutus, who interrupted Arons in 

Act I, scene i, Titus is seduced by the explanations of 

"Arons. Yet he is riot so far influenced by Arons as not to 

di"stinguish the latter's intentions: 

Je n'examine point si votre politique, 
Pense armer mes chagrins contre ma republique, 
Et porter mon depit, avec un art s1 doux, 
AUK indi~cret1ons qui suiveit Ie courroux. 

(M.II, p. 342) 

Up until Act IV, the audience witnesses Titus' struggle and 

it is interesting to trace its progression; When Titus is 

introduced t he is still a young Roman; full of integrity. 

He says to Arons: 

"Grice au ciel, je n'ai point cette indigne faiblesse; 
Jc veux de 1a grandeULt et ls veut sans bassesse; 

( M. I I t p. 3" 4 4 ) 

Even when Messal~ as his friends tries to seduce Titus, 

~itUB does not Tield: 

Messala: Allez servir ces rois~ 

Titus: Oui, je les yeux servir; 
Oui, tel est mon devoir, et je Ie veux remplir. 

Messala: Vous gernissez pourtant! 

Titus: Ma victoire est cruelle. 

Meesala: VOliS i'achetez trop cher. 

Titus: Elle en sera plus belle. 
Ne rn'abandonne point dans l'etat ou je 8uis. 

(M,IIs p. 31~5) 

Titus' nobility of character is underlined by Messala when he 

has to ad~it that his mission failed partly: 



Et cependant Titus, sans haine ~t sans courroux, 
Trop au-des sus de lui pou~eri atre jaloux, 
Lui tend eneor la main de son char de victoire, 
Et'semble en 1'embrassant 1'Rccabler de sa gloire. 

(M.II, p. 351) 

'The conflict experienced by Titus is brought out by his 

he~itat10n between two distinct courses of action. At one 

moment he declares his readiness to ~ubmit to Rome: 

Jl a 1me e~cor mieux. seigneur" ce s6nat rigoureux, 
Tout injuste pour mOi, tout jaloux qu'il peut atre, 
~ue l'iclat d'une cour et Ie sceptre d'un martre. 

(M.II, p. '3 l }3) 

These words are hardly spoken when he seems to come to a 

decision to renounce Rome and its senate. His inner 

struggle is underlined when he says: 

Dis-leur que l'int~rat de l'Etat, de Brutus. 
,H§las! que je m'emporte en desssins superfIus: 

(M.II, p. 365) 

At other times Titus tries in vain to have Tullie hate him, 

so that he may be; in peace, a faithful servant to Rome: 

Ha'ssez-m~i, fuyez, quitte~ un malheureux 
Qui meurt d'amour pour vous) et'diteste ses feux; 

(M.lI t p., 367) 
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Finally, Titus succumbs and his decision to collaborate is ' 

shown in scene iv, Act IV. Once fallen in the trap, Titus, 

tries to put his conscience at eaSB. He tells himself that, 

if he joined the conspiracy~ it was because of his loyalty to 

the ex - k :1. n g • Titus' sympathy is enhanced by his attempt to . 
regain his Roman dignity. Once he recognizes his mistake~ 

he im~lDres his father to pu~ish him in a harsh waYt and, if 

necessary. is prepared to be an example for Rome: 



Prononcez mon arr@t. Rome, qui vous contemple, 
A besoin de rna perte et veut un grand exemple; 
Par mon juste supplice il faut ~pouvanter 
Les Romains J s'il en est qui puissent m'imiter. 

(M.II, p. 379) 
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Voltaire) then, is more successf~l in his portrayal· 

of Titus than of Brutus. Voltaire g~ves the audience the 

opportunity to witness the inner struggle of Titus, whereas 

Brutus, as a ch~racter, remains almost a stranger. 

Tullie, initially, wins the sympathy of the audience 

by her genuine care for her father. When Arons announces the 

arrival of a letter, she exclaims sp·ontaneously: "Dieux! 

pr 0 t e g e Z TIl 0 n per e, e. t c h a 1:1 g e Z son· des tin! " (M.II, p •. 352) 

Voltaire stresses her innocence as a vulne~able princess, 

and in this way gives het the sympathy of the audience: 

Epargnez les chagrins d'une triste princesse; 
Ne tendez point de piege l rna faible jeunes~e. 

(M.II, p. 353) 

Tullie shows a charming aspect as a woman when she becomes 

suddenly excited at the prospect of winning both the heart of 

Titus and the throne of her father. When Arons informs her of 

·this possibilit~, ahe exclaims: 

Ciel! que je dois d'~ncens B ta bonti propice! 
Mes pleurs t~ont d6sarm€~ tout change,.et ta justice, 
Aux feux dont j'~i roug! rendant leur puretfi, 
En les rficompensant, les met en libert€. 

(M.II, p •. 354) 

tullie's love beco~es more lucid when, in spite of her passion, 

she sees tJ:e d~nge:<:, of Arons' sud'den change. She observes: 

Va, dis~je. .Cependant ce changement ext,-:-eme. 
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Ce billet!. .De quels soins man coeur est combattu! 
(M.II, p. 354) 

On the other hand, the audi~nce's sympathy with her dilemma in 

Act Ills scene v, is enhanced. In spite of more urgent 

problems, she shows a charming~ child-like, feminine side. 

She asks Titus: 

Le destin me permet. .Titus. .il faut me dire 
Si j'avais sur votre Bme un v~ritBble empire. 

(M.II, p. 355) 

Tullie is outspoken in her love for Titus. She does not hide 

that she loves him and feels that her destiny is linked t6 

Titus! "Le mien d~pend de vous." (M.II, p. 355) 

Up until Act IV~ scene iii~ Tullia's character shows 

no flaws, Yet there is little reasont other than the 

influence of Arous, why she should slander the people. She 

does this as early asseene v, Act III, when she meets Titus 

for the first time: 

Oeuvre les yeux, Titus, et met dans la balance 
Les refus du s~nat, et la toute-puissance. 
Choisis de rec~vo1r ou de donner la 10i, 
Drun viI peupie ou drun trane, et de Rome au de moi. 

(M.ll, p. 356) 

In the same scene, she urges Titus to make a choice: 

Act IV. 

barbara. 

Ose done me servir; tu m'aimes, v~nge-moi. 
(H.II~ p. 357) 

Tullie's character comes to the fore in scene!ii of 

There is little reason why she should call Titus 

(H.Il, p. 365) By the end of the same scene) she 

has pushed Titus so far as to allow him no compromise: 



" • Res ous d· ' e tre mon rneurtrie r ou d 1 g·t re mon ep oux. 11 

(N.II, p. 3.67) She shows presence of mi~d and superiority 

over Titus when she implores him not to follow her: 

Titus, arrete; 
En me suivant plus loin tu·hasardes ta t~te; 
On peut te soup~onner~ demeure: adieu; 

(H.II, p •. 367). 
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Tullie meets Arons once, in Act III, scene iii. She accepts 

the cause of her father~and most of her political efforts 

90nsist of trying to win Titus over to the side of the 

Tarquins. L~ Harpe is right when he maint~1ns that Tullie 

Tullie, for her part, sees Brutus BS an obstacle who 

tortures her: 

L'ingrat me touche encore, et Brutus i mes yeux 
Paratt un dieu terrible arme contre nous deux. 

"J1 a ime, je crains, je pleure, et tout mon coeur s'egsI'e. 
Allons. 

(M.Il, p. 365) 

She meets him once only, iu Act V, scene i, and the relation-

ship betwe~n them is of a sup~rficial nature. Brutus, at no 

point in the play, shows her any particular affection 

appropriate for a potential daughter-in-law. If he gave her 

hospitality it was only because of the laws. When Tullia ' s 

time has Come to leave, Brutus almost mechanically orders 

l1cr to go., In Brutus' mind Tul1:i.e forms one wi th Arons: they 
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nre, for Brutus, the conspirators that Rome has to dispose 

of: 

Deja des murs de Rome Arons etait parti: 
Assez loin vers Ie camp nos gardes l'ont suivi; 
On arr€te l lfinstant Arons avec Tullia. 

(11.11, p. 373) 

It may be said that the audience gets to know the 

inner life of Tullie better than that of Brutus. Yet 

Voltaire put the emphasis on the conspiracy after Act IV 

and Tullie's conflict is pushed more and more into the 

background after this act. Ultimately, this technique 

would lead to the criticism that Voltaire should produce 

"a terider tragedy fr~m whidh criticism Zaire (1732) would 

be the result. 

The principal person outside the family circle is 

Arons. Voltaire borrowed him from Mlle. Bernard and 

introduced him as an unsympathetic character in order to 

have a counterpart to Brutus. Val~rius, in the very first 

scene, expresses this view: "ee nom d'ambassadeur a paru 

vuus frapper." (M.li, ~. 328) Once tagged as a potential 

conspirator, Arons assumes this rBle. Arons, then, employs 

all possible devices to pursuB his gD~ls and it may be 

instructive to study his tactics as a diplomat. 

Arons shows that he understands the sensivity of the 

Romans with regard to their concept of honour. He knows 

that in this idea of "the Romans lies their weakness. Has 



thus, 
. 3 

contrS$ts Titus' greatness as a c~nqueror with uhat 

is from the outset a lost cause: 

Vous voyez quel Drage eclate aut our de vous; 
Crest en vain que Titus en detourna les coups: 
Je vois avec regret sa valeur et son zele 
N'assurer aux Romains qu'une chute plus belle. 

(H.II, p.330) 
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Arons does not feel it beneath his dignity to use the famous 

history of Rome for his personal advantage: 

Moins pique dlun discours si hautain 
Que touche des malheurs on eet Etat s'expose, 
Comme un de ses enfants j'embrasse iei sa cause. 

(M.II, p. 330) 

At other times Arons plays upon the Senate's earlier feelings 

of fidelity to the former kings of Rome. He tries to hurt 

the pride of the Senate w~en he hints at a breach of loy~lty: 

J'ai vu chacun de vous, brUlant d'un autre z~le, 
A Tarquin votre'roi jurer d'gtre fid~le. 

(M.II, p. 330) 

Brutus is the only senator who speaks up against 

Arons. He interrupts Arons when the latter slanders the 

people: 

Arr€tez; sachez qu'~l faut qu'on nomme 
Avec plus dereBpect les citoyens de Rome. 

(M.II, p. 329) 

Brutus, as an elder statesman, knows the dangers when a 

cunning diplomat, such as Arons, is in' the ci ty. Brutus 

warns Messala: 

II leur parle, et je crains les discours seduisants 
D'un ministre vieilii dans I'art des courtisans. 

(N.II, p. 31}6) 

Arons shows in his dealings with Titus that he has a 

3The political co~notat1ons emanatins from this contrast 
will be dealt with in a later chapter. 
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better understanding of the mechanism of love. Earlier he 

instructed,the collaborator Messala about the potential 

weakness of a person 1n love. Better than ~ll others,- AroDs the dip-

lomat foresaw the contribution to the conspiracy when he would 

discover that Tul1ie '-las in love ~1ith Titus. He remarked: "Un 

regard de Tu11ie, un seul mot de sa bouche. " (H. I I, 

p. 352) Arons wbuld then exploit this relation and he knows 

that he is a master in this technique~ Arons is without 

illusions about human weaknesses. He observes: "N'esperons 

des humains rien que par leur faibl,esse." (M.II, p.352) 

He is without pity for Titus and becomes cruel: 

J'esp~re que bientBt ces yoUtes embras€es, 
,Ce Capitole en cendre, et ces tours ~craseess 

Du senat et du peuple eclairant les tornbeaux, 
A cet hymen vont servir de fla~beaux. 

(H.I!, p. 344) 

Arons is a pragmatic man. He doei not let himself be swept 

away by emotions., This trait in .Arons' character comes out 

particularly in his dealings with Messala. After the 

lengthy speech of Hessala, his' only reply is: flPourra-t-il 

nous livrer la porte Quirinale?" (M. II, p. 351) Arons' 

control over himself is evident in his readiness to bait 

people. Thus when Titu~ is momentarily dependent upon Arons, 

as he is going to lose Tillie) Arons feigns to have no time 

to discuss matters with Titus: 

Titus: Pourrai-je vous parler? 

Arons: Seigneur, Ie temps me presse. 
(N.II, p. 358) 



Arons, as a courtier, shows that he pO~Bes8es the Brt of 

dissembling. He feigns innocence and tries to reproach 

Brutus that he violated the sacred law of hospitality: 

Vos licteur.s insolente viennent de m'arreter: 
Est-cs man martra au moi que l'on veut insulter? 
Et chez les nations ce rang inviolable. 

(M.Il, p. 373) 
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Arons, then, controls to a high degree the actions of Tullie. 

He is the perfect example of the cunning diplomat and 

stimu~ates the collaborator Mess~la when the latter feels 

discouraged. 

Meseala first appears in Ac~ I, scene iv, and shows 

contempt for the senate: 

11s osent s'en vanter; mais leur feinte justice, 
"Leur apre austerite que rien ne peut gagner, 
N'est dans ces COBurs hautains ~ue la soif de regner. 

(M.ll, p. 335) 

Messala's support for the kings soon" proves to be a 

veneer. Voltaire ~referred t6 ~rttrbduce Mes9ala as 

a calculating youngster. Messala loses"the sympathy of the 

audience when he underlines th~s element in his character: 

Je connals trap les grands: dans 1e malheur ami~," 
Ingrats dans 1a fortune, et bient6t ennemis: 
Nous sommes de leur gloir.e un instrument servile. 

(M.II, p. 336) 

Messale's main objection to the senate is its pride: 

Va, je verrai peut-etre ~ mes pieds abattu 
Cet orgue!l insultant de ta fausse vertu. 

(H.II, p. 348) 

Vol t a:i. r IS d :t d 11. 0 t llpon 1-1essala' s 
.f _. __ __ 

~llueI: 

con flie t. MeBsala~ after indicating his grievances in 



Act I, talks either to Arons or to Titus,. His r61e is soon 

clear to the audience by his efforts to win over Titus. 

There are four scenes in which he and Titus appear together 

'- Act II, scene i, 'Act III, scene vii, Act IVs scene iii 

and. Act IV, scene v. 

Messa1a's tactics resemble closely those of Arons. 

As Arons, he res9rts to hypocrisy and like hims is versed 

in the art of dissembling as when he exclaims: itA moi, 

seign~ur?1i (Act II, scene iv). Here Messala acts as if 

he is surprised that Brutus should ask him 'to look after his 

son Titus whereas he is already at this stage a collBbora~or 

in the conspiracy. He feigns friendship to Titus in Act II, 

scene 1~ whereas in reality he is trying to win Titus over: 

"Non, c'est trap offenser ma senslble amitie; 
Qui peut de son secret me cacher 1a moitie J 

En dit trap et trop peu~ m'bffeuse et me soup~onne. 
(M.II, p. 339) 

Messals i~ more lucid than' Titus. He knows the 

w'eaknesses of Titus: "Un moment quelquefois r@n~HH~€H~. 

un grand courage." Rightfully, Messala can say that he 

succeeded in-exploiting Titus' weaker moments: IIJ'ai saisi 

ces moments." (M.ll s p. 351) He also appears more mature 

than Titus. His lack of inner conflict allows him to reason 

in a more detached way than Titus. Thus, he acts as a 

torturer to Titus until sc~ne vii, Act III. In thi.s 

act Messala considers it no longer 

Titus his real sympathy with Arons and the kings of Porsenna. 
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Messaia acts as a catalyst upon Titus' feelings. He 

tries to reinforce Titus' fe~ling that the task of the defense 

of Rome is too hard for him: "Qu'un autre accomplira ce que 

vous pouviez faire." (H.II, p. 341) At other times Messala 

simply reinforces Titus' doubts. When the latter hesitates 

to accept the command, M~ssalB says: "J'approuve et votre 

amour et vos ressentiments." (H.II, p. 341) 

Voltaire makes sure that the audience understands 

Hessala's intentions. This is done "by means of an apart~: 

Allons, suivons ses pas; aigrissons ses ennuis; 
Enfon~ons dans son coeur Ie trait qui 1e d~chire. 

(M.II, p. 345) 

From the dramatical point of view, this tirade serves as a 

means of transition to the next scene. 

Up until Act V, scene it Hessala acts as would a 

Roman who is not afraid of deceit. His sympathies are with 

the kingsj but he has his doubts as to the kings' integrity. 

Thus, Hessala's behaviour - as narrated by Brutus - becomes 

"somewhat improbable. Voltaire did not point out why Messala 

should kill himself following Messala 9 s halfhearted support 

of the kings;" his suicide becomes somewhat improbable and is 

a move tOHar-ds the mE!lodramatic. \-lith the discussion of 

Messala, the inner circle of characters is closed. 

Albin, the friend of Arons," is the first character 

outside of this inner circle. H~ enjoys the confidence of 

Arons, and app~ars in six scenes, but remains in the shadoH 
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of Arons. Part of his function is to introduce the more 

important persons.to his master. ·Because of this position, 

he often becomes a forebGding figure of evil which is to 

befall upon the unfortunate heroes, such as Titus. Whenever 

Albi~ opens the scene, the 4udience knows that a new stage 

has been set in Arons' intrigues. Albin has no other position 

in the play - he is just the announcer and informer for 

Arons, and it needs hardly be mentioned that his inner life 

:!-s no t Itnalysed. 

Algine, as Albin's confidant, possesses much the 

same role. She tak~B part in three scenes - Act III) scenes 

iii and iv; and Act IV, scene iii. She does not in any way 

influence the action of the tragedy and so her r61e is less 

important than Albin's. On one occasion she emerged from 

this passive r61e to encourage Tullie in her love for Titus: 

Je sa-I s q U~ J~e lil ena t al-luma s Ol"l cour~ OU;lk; 

QuIll est ambitieux, et qu'il brUle pour vous. 
(M.II, p. 354) 

Voltaire did not mention whether she was present during the 

love scene between Titus and Tullie, although, as a confidant~ 

she would have been allowed to have been present. In the 

second rendezvous between Titus and Tullie in Act IV, her 

rale is limited to the introduction of Titus. (M.II,p. 365) 

Voltaire followed Mlle. Bernard in his introduction 

of Val~riu8, senator and consul as Brutus. Valerius, in Act 

I, scene i, takes a more rigid attitude than Brutus: he 
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proposes to the senate not to allow Arons a hearing. Earlier 

than Brutus ~ Valerius sees through- Arons: 

Ce nom d'ambassadeur a paru ~ous frapper; 
Tarquin n'a pu vous vaiuere, il eherehe a nous tramper. 

(M.II, p. 328) 

After the first act t Valerius plays no further part until Act 

IV, scene vii) where he announces the con~piracy. Valerius 

sho~s understanding of Roman virtues when he asks Brutus not 

to let his pas~ions take hold of him wheu the betrayal' of 

Titus ·is revealed: "Songez que vous etes Brutus." (H. I I, 

p. 374) As in the case of Albin, the audiepce has no 

. opportunity to get to know the innet ~ife of Valerius. That 

he is cap&ble of deep feeling is shown when he observes: . "Je 

tremble a vaus en dire plus." (M. II f p. 375) Yet, as there 

was no intimate relation between him Bnd Brutus, it may be 

said th~t Valerius' comforting words are of an oratorical 

. nat u r e only. 

Voltaire did not indicat~ if he.wanted the figure of 

Proculus~ the third senator, io be surrounded by a touch of 

mystery. Moland does not mention whether Proculus took 

part in ihe opening scene. As a member of the senate, he 

may well have been present. As the action proceeds, th~s 

mystery around Proculus is heightened when he does not 

part1c1pate in the dialogue between Brutus and Val€rius in 

Act I. Apart trom the reasons ot pleasure to the eye, 

Prnculus' rale here is limited to H silent one. 'rhe same 



may be said of Act V, scene iii, where Proculus is on the 

stage without speaking. 
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More becomes known about Proeulus in Act V, scene vi. 

As Valerius before him, he shows a human side when he suggests 

that Brutus let his sentiments as a ~ather prevail. When a 

de6ision is to be taken about Titus' fate, he remarks: 

" .VOliS etas 'perc enfillo" (M.II, p. 378) Again, this 

consolation might well have been gi~en by Valerius. Voltaire, 

in his desire for spectacle, would perhaps have been more 

successful if these roles of Valer:l.us, and Proculus had ,been 

incorporated into one. 

The desire for spectacle may have induced Voltaire 

to introduce yet another spectator in the final scene. 

Voltaire, then, in his portrayal,of characters is successful. 

The tendency on his part toward the 'spectacle' prevents a 

portrayal of characters which would ha~e allowed a detailed 

. analysis of the heroes. Too much efuphasis upon the visible 

aspect in Brutus is often achieved at the expense of the 

study of the characters. 



CHAPTER IV POLITICS 

Voltaire was not the fircit dramatist to express 

IIA ne 

consid~rer que Ie th~;tre de Racine, on a cru trouver dans 

B~rSnice l'histoire des adieux de Marie Mancini et de Louis 

X I V, dan s E s t:...~ .~:£ un e alI ego r:t. e del a dis g rae e de H 111 e. de 

Montespan et dans Athalie des references aux troubles en 

Angleterr·e. n1 No doubt the criti.cism of contemporary events 

and) to a certain degree, of religion in both Corneille'i and 

Racine's plays, would not have escaped Voltaire. Although 

it is relatively easy to draw a philosophy of politics from 

these plays, it must be said that infuis respect their piays 

resemble those of their contemporaries. They contain a lesson, 

of r8.i'soll~_'etat, certain maxims against war and praise of 

just Bnd b~nevblent despotism. Both Corneille and Racine 

wrote political plays based upon the respect of the established 

power Bnd religion; they did not question the system from within 

which they were writing and as such did not attack the basis of 

the French monarchy. 

Li~y's Brutus, the source of Voltaire's pl&y, was 
... ----.-.--~ 

mainly concerned with the conspiracy to have the republican 

.-------
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government overthrown. As a narration it became more thi 

account of the daring deeds. of un~esponsible youth t and 

such actions) in the Roman ethic, were considered as deserving 

condemnation. The political implications of Mlle. Hernard's 

Brutus follow the pattern of Corneille and Racine. H~r 

criticism is not philosophical in nature) but limits itself 

to certain vices at the court, as she stays well within the 

limits of absolute. monarc~as it existed in France. 

The first attempt which may be labelled philosophical 

came from Voltaire's contemporary, Prosper Cr€billon. At an 

early age Cr~bil1on' had already developed daring concept& of 

an ideal government. He conceived the idea of a tragedy 

called Cromvell, in which he we.s to express the republican 

feelings of the English during the Civil War. R.S. Ridgway, in 

quoting L. FDntaifte's L~ th€6tre at la philosophie au dix-

hulti~me si~cle, p. 19, observes: 

"Un peu plus de fermete ou de desobeissance, et peut
etre cette pieces Bllt€rieure it Oedipe) plus hardie 
m@me que Brutus, aurait inaugure avec eclat Ie rale 
nouveau de la tragedie philosophique," 

Cr€bil1on was not to become the leader of the philosophical 

movemcn t. In subsequent years he moved fUither and further 

away from a philosophical position. The nature of his 

~ragedies made them unsuitable for expressing propaganda: 

the.complexity of the aetion, the elements of the .E..,?ID7.lnesque, 

and the expression of terror put the emphasis of his plays 

upon the dramatic aspect. These dramatic devices indicate 



that Crebillou's work in this period deserves the epithet 

poetiql1~ rather than £~ilosoph~que. 
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Crebillon's experience shows that not every dramatist 

was daring B.nd dedicated enough to become a }::.o~te I?hi1.osoph~. 

Most critics are unanimous in their conviction that Voltaire 

falls into this category after his return from England. Thi.s 

action is generally expressed \·lith reference to the LettJ:~es 

Phi~2_~ophiques. Both Lettre" fhi}osop.hiques Bnd Brytus ShO\·7 

certain aspects of Voltaire's political opinions betHeen '1726 

and 1734 t and of his attempts to express them despite censor-

.ship. Part of the ~eason for the late publication of th~ 

Lettres phil~_sophi~yes '·las due to its obvious politlcal 

message. 

More important, if ~rutu~ had not encountered 

difficulties with the Keeper of the Seab$ its political 

Implic~tionB ~ight probably have been so profound and so subtle 

as t,Q escape t.he ~ttention of the censcn:;'s. ~1"utus cS'.lled upon 

greater craftmanship on the part of Voltaire because he 

had now to combine artistic Bnd philosophical intentions. 

It is worthwhile tracing Voltaire's dilemma as it 

illuminates both his political opinions and his environment 

at this time of his life. 

The first factor which helps e~plain the political 

subtlety bf Brutu~ goes back to Voltaire's private life. 

Having been twice imprisoned in the Bastille by 1726, Voltaire 

had to express his ideas with extreme care. The ever-present 
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danger of having Brutus, censored t or of losing his personal 

liberty~ \1'88 a basic concern'. Voltaire's suspicions of the 

threat of the censor proved to be justified. Public 

indignat:i.on was aroused after the publicat:i.on of the ~~ttr~s 

philosophiques in 1734. Professor Conlon notes: . 
In 1734 the hue Rnd cry that followed the 
pub 1 i cat ion 0 f the Let t ! e s ph 11:!' S 0 E h ~~. 
left Voltaire with the dangerous reputation 
of impt'ety.1 

Voltaire no doubt resented censor~hip which had become 

more severe since 1705 Bnd which would culminate in the Code 

II est triste de souffrir mais 11 est plus dul' 
encore de ne pouvoir penseI' avec une honn€te 
libert€ et que ~e plus beau privil~ge de 
l'humanit~ DOUS spit rav1: fari quae sentiat. 

(Best. 634) 

The third reason for the subtle treatment of Brutus is of an 

internal n.a.ture. To what extent did Voltaire want to stay a 

pure artist and to what extent could he decide to have Brutus 

,be an expression of his political convictions? Subtlety leads 

often to misinterpretation on the part of critics and audience, 

as may become clear upon examination of the explanations by 

various critics. 

Trus ten l-lheeleT Russell in Voltaire, Dryden and Her,91c 

from 1728 to 
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J'ra~, (p. 86) feels that, 'tdth Voltaire) political ideas 

are primary to the artistic; 

Whether he was treating the legends of Greek 
mythology, the stoical themes of Roman history, 
or the chivalric adventures of the heroic 
romances, the didactic purpose of his plays is 
always evident. 

Lancaster, less emphatic and perhaps mOTe accurate, takes a 

more moderate stand. In the review of Russell's thesis~ he 

notes: 

" .•. il est en realite tres diffieile de 
dis6erner aucun but moral dans bien des 
tragedies de Voltaire, at que ses 
pr~tensions moralisatrices ne sont 
vraisembablement qu'une tactique pour 
rassurer les authorites." 3 

Ijastly; the critic of J3rutu..5!. may ",el1 ask himself if Voltaire 

had a political message to convey why should he do this by 

means of an historical tragedy. At no point in Brutus does 

j.t beeome evident that Voltaire wanted the play to be a 

lesson of une philosophie de l'histoire. J. Brumfitt, in 

terms uses history as a source of examples, never as an 

authoL':i.ty.4 

If a political :i.ntention is prisent in the play, this 

intention may well have its source in Voltaire!s polit~cal 

3 
Lane as te r J Hen ry Ca rrillgton Re vic"iv, Hede rn I,an guage 

Note~, Novemhel: s 1947, LXll t pp. 492~5. 

4 



experience in England. Lion observes: 

Tout imbu pour un instant par son sejour 
en Angleterre et Ie contact d'une societe
libre, il a choisi tout de suite avec 
Brutus et La Mort de Cesar les deux sujets 
les plus propres peut-etre a exprimer cet 
enthousiasme patriotique, cet amour de la 
liberte, cette haine de la tyrannie, qu'il 
a va i t P u i s esc he z 1 e s An g'l a i set ~ u i a va i e Ii. t 
fait sur lui une vive impression.~ 

· '[3 

Lion's opinion of the impact of English liberty upon Voltaire 

seem to be confirmed by Voltaire's own low opinion of French 

royalty and court of the time. Voltaire wrote to his friend 

Thierot: 

I am weary 6f Courts. 
to a King, frights my 
won't drink the least 
land of liberty. 

All this is King, or belongs 
republican philosophy. I 
c1raught of slavery in the 

(Best. 294) 

The real centre of interest resides in the struggle 

~etween the republica~ liberty of Brutus and the royalist 

sympathies of Arons. A first reading would indicate that 

Voltaire's sympathies are on the side of Brutus, who seems 

to be the ideal ruler. Brutus shows complete loyalty to 

Rome throughout the play; Voltaire wanted him initially 

to be the expression of rigorous rep~blican sentiment: 

Destructeurs des tyrans, vaus qui n'avez pour rois 
Que 1es dieux de Numa, vas vertus et nos lois, 
Enfin notre ennemi commence ,a nous connaitre. 

(H. II, p. 327) 

--------_._-----_ .. - ... -----

5 . 
L10n H. 

V 0 J~j r e, p.. 5 2 , 



This loyalty is maintained to the very end of the play when 

Brutus exclaims: " Ro In e est· 1 i b r e : i1 suffit. .rendons 

graces aux dieux." (M.II, p. 381) 

Brutus is the personage through whom Voltaire 

launches his attacks upon the absolute monarch. Tarquin 

has become a ~yrant baving violated the law and imposed himself as 

absolute master. Voltaire has Brutus say: 

Si dans Ie. sein de Rome il se trouvait un tra!tre, 
Qui regrettat les rois et qui voulut un maitre, 
Que Ie perfide meure au milieu des tourments! 
Que sa cendre coupable, abandonn€e aux vents, 
Ne laisse iei qu'un nom plus adieux encore 6 
Que Ie nom des tyrans que Rome enti~re abhorre! 

(M.II, p. 332) 

Brutus asks the Senate to vote whether Arons will be 

allowed a hearing. Voltaire, thus, hinted at a sharing of 

power between the senate and the cnnsul. Brutus~ in his 

cap aci ty a,s consul, does not want to go against the wishes 

of the senate. He observes: 

Aux s~Dateurs de Rome 11 demande audience: 
II attend dans ce temple, et clest • vous de voir 
S'il Ie faut refuser, s'11 Ie faut recevolr. 

(M.II, p. 37.7) 

6 
Moland notes: En 1791, Ie lendemain de la fuite du 

roi, c'est-~-dire Ie 22 Juin, 1e Club des Corcleliers afficha 
dauds Paris Is d~claration suivante: 

Songez qu'eu Champ de Mars, ~ cet Butel auguste, 
Louis nous a jur~ d'gtre fid~le et iueta; 
De son peuple at de lui tel 6tait l~ lien. 
II nous rend nos serments lorsqu'il trahif· Ie siena 
S! parmi les Fran~ais 11 se trouvait un trattre 

8ui regret~it ses rois et.g~i vQu16t un maitre s 
ue Ie perfide menre au m1l1Bu des tourments; 

Oue sa cendre coupable, abandonn€e BUX vents, 
Ne'181sse iei qu'un nom plus adieux encore 
Que Ie nom des tyrans que l!homrne libra abhorre! 

(1.1.11, p. 332) 



The moral conduct of the court is criticized. 

Voltaire has Brutus say to Arons: 

Quittez llart avec nous; quittez la flatteriej 
Ce poison qulon pr§pare l la COUT dlEtrurie 
N'est point sncor connu dans 1e s€nat romaine 

(N.II~. p. 329) 

Voltaire criticized iha neglect of kings in 

idm~nistrBtive matters through the figure of Brutus. 

yo1taire .argued by implication t as this reproach is 

incorporated in Brutus' appraisa~ of Tarquin. Brutus feels 

that, in fleeing Rome, Tarquin abandoned and betrayed his 

daughter, Tullie. Brutus makes this clear to Tu11ie when 

he explains her position as a temporary guest in Rome: 

Tarquin m@rne en ce temps, prompt 1 vous Dublier, 
.Et du soin de nous perdre occup~ tout entier, 

Dans nos calamit~s confondant sa famil1e~ 
Nla pas m@me sux Romains redemand€ sa fille. 

(M.II. p. 358) 

~(5 

Although difficult to prove, it may well be that Voltaire was 

here attacking the King and his officers who often set aside 

specific undertakings such as ·the pay~ent of annuities. In 

Voltaire's caSB, the payment of his annuities was resumed 

after his return from England. Yet this fact did not prevent 

Voltaire from criticizing the foundation of royalty. 

Voltaire had atfacked the foundation of royalty in 

Oedip..~t but never so outspokenly as when he has Brutus say: . 
"Qui nsquit dans Ie pourpre en est rarement .digne,n (M.lI s 

p. 347) Here Voltaire indic~ted a basic weakness of the 

absolute ~onarchy. Voltaire touched upon the delicate question 



of royal succession. Voltaire, not an opponent of monarchy 

as a form of government, feels that a prirtce's attainment of 

virtue may be impeded if the prince knows from childhood 

that he will automatically inherit the throne. Voltaire 

feels that the prince should realize ~hat he is chosen for 

this position and that he should take this choice into 

accoun~ when fased with political decisions. Brutus expresses 

this view when he explains to Messala why he did not support 

his son's desire to become a consul too fast: 

Croyez-moi, Ie succ~s de sori "ambiiion 
Serait Ie premier pas vers Is" corruption. 
Le prix de la vertu serait h6r~ditaire: 
Bient8t l'indigne fils du plus vertueux p~re, 
Trop assurE d'un rang d'autant moins m&ritE, 
L'attendrait dan~ Ie luxe et dans l'oisivit~: 
Le dernier des Ta~qu1ns en est 1& preuve indigne. 

(H.II, p. 347) 

Voltaire stressed the relative value of titles. Here 

Voltaire critized the nobility whu often misused their titles 

in order to impress and exploit the people. This was at the 

·same time & criticism of the nobility as a class which in no 

way served the economic and social interests of the country. 

Brutus-republican reproaches thia specious concept of Arons 

who here stands fo~ ~he nobleB~ 

Llambossadeur dlun roi mlest toujours redoutable; 
Ce n'est qu'un eunemi sous un titre honorable; 
Qui vient, rampli d'orgueil" ou~ de dext€rite, 
Insulter ou trahir avec impunit€. 

(M.II, p. 328) 

deserved, the person t.... ..... 1....l.f __ .!L. 
llV.J...U.LU b ~~ .. t.. 

should show a proper senSe of responsibility." As the nobility 



were often appointed ambassadors, Brutus' reproach to Arons 

will not have escaped their attention. Brutus observes after 

the detection of Arons' betrayal: 

Plus ton rang est sacr~, plus il te rend coupable; 
Cesse iei d'attester des titres superflus. 

(M. II, p. 373) 

The exaggeration of useless adoration of hollow titles is 

reminiscent in the contemporary concept of warriors. 

Voltaire had attacked certain misconceptions of 

warriors in l'Histoire de Charles XII) roi de Su~d~. The 

moral lesson, of Charles' exploits is reminiscent of Brutus I 

advice to Titus: "Sois touj ours un h~ros, soi t plus, soi,s 

cftoyen." (M.II~ p. 369) The less0n as to Charles' 

cnnquests is best captured in G.R. Havens' words: 

At the same time there is a philosophical 
conclusion to be draw~ from his work. It is 
that Charles XII, with all his great and dazz
ling qualities, which often elicit Voltaire's 
a-dmi-}:-a-to-ioTl, -has- by his wars - hrough t -about o-n-:1.y 
one result: namely, the ruin of his country 
and people. 7 

Some allusions in B~utus are particularly directed at 

the French system. Voltaire does not hesitate to protest 

against a criminal procedure which fails to safeguard the 

:i_ndividual~ - "Arreter un Romain sur de simples soup<;ons, I 

-------. 
7 
Havens, G.R. ~~_J. ~~.!:t_~_l1_f.'_; _i_' _1' 0 m Vol t air e, p. 3/,. 



, 
C'est agir en tyrans) nons qui les punisr.;ons " (M.II, 

p. '361)8. Voltaire raises th~ question of which body should 

have. punitive power in Act I when Arons asks Brutus: 

"Est-ce a vous de pretendre aux droit de.le punir. 1I (M.lI t 

p. 330) By extension, it may be deduced that Voltaire was 

attacking the right of nQbles to administer justice in their 

domain£, a right which stems from feudal times. Ultimately, 

Voltaire's protest against this practice was to help lead to 

the formulation of the more human Cbde p~nal (1810) of 

Napoleon and his collaborators. 

Brutus' fierce patriotism does not seem to fulfill a 

philosophical purpose. Brutus puts his country first, as did 

Voltaire, who had never 'intended to stay in England. Although 

cosmopolitan in outlook - thanks to extended stays in Holland 

and England~ and to the opportunlty to compare various forms 

of govBJ::'nmep.t at fir~t:_h8.nd ~ \7olt:aire's~:i.ncere d~sj.re ",as 

always to return to France and to improve the social condition 

of his country men at the time. 

It is not known wh~ther Voltaire was making a contempo-

rary reference to abuse or incompetence by ministers when he 

8 
Moland notes; M. Vil1emain, ,dans sons Cours de 

!:itt3~r.~tu:.!..£., raconte qUBt f~OUS la Terrett>:', 011 rempla<;ait 
ces deux vers par ceux-ci: 

Arr~ter un Ramain sur urr simple soup~ont 
Ne petit etre per-nits qll' en revQlut:l.on. 

(Tableau de Is litt€rature au XVllle si~cle: tome I) p. 192). 
--.---.'---'---------.~-----... --( N • IT:·~p·.-~-3 71)-



has Brutus say: "A ce parfide Arons 11 vendait sa patrie. 1I 

(M.II J p. 372) Brutus'reproach to the king, Tarquin, may 
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well apply to Colbert de Torey. Colbert de Torey: the counter

part of Bolingbroke at the negotiations culminating in the 

Trea~y of Utrecht, was so unsuccessful that France lost part 

of Canada and key~cities such as ·Dunkirk. Although incompetent, 

Colbert de Torey could not be accused of coiruption and it is 

doubtful that Voltaire was referring to this incidental case. 

~t may be presumed that Voltaire was advancing a more general 

truth about the various abuses of ministers. 

It would be a mistake to presume that Voltaire was 

only attacking abuses of the established regime in Brutus. 

If this were so Voltaire would have gone down in history as 

basically a person of negative outlook. What has not been 

observed ~vith Brutu~ is that the critic is not dealing with 

a siJILplt h~mll in honour of sOJll.e vague. republican liberty 

and of its republican government. The sympathies of the 

spectator are not always with Brutus. The point of view of 

those who support royalty is presented with as much reason 

and force by Messala, Tullie and 'Arons. 

That Voltaire felt that the ideal government is 

difficult to attain is evident from the fact that he inserted 

a philosophical dialogue in the first Bct. The following 

passage shows the technique and the daring of the philosophical 

dialogues as it raises the fundamentals of political 
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respol1slbllity: 

Arons 
QuaIs dieux ant done ehang~ les droits des souverains? 
Quel pouvoir a rompu des noeuds judis si saints? 
Qui du £ront de Tarquin ravit le diad~me? 
Qui peut de vos serments vous dfgager? 

Brutus 
·Lu1.-meme • 

• 0 •••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Songez qu'en ce lieu mame t 1 cet autel auguste, 
Devant ees mames didux t il jura d'ctre juste. 
De son peuple 6t de lui tel etait 1e lien: 
11 nous rend. nos serments lorsqu'il trahit 1e sien; 
Et des qu'aux lois de Rome i1 ose etre infide1e, 
Rome .n'est plus sujette, et lui seul est rebelle. 

(H.I1, p. 330) 

These are no mer.e uoutades against tyrants fitted in to 

perfect the plot. Voltaire was here raising the question 

of the right of the people to revolt against their :ruler. 

Sixty years later, this question would become one of the 

dilemma's of the Revolution. Arons conveys the royalist's 

point of view when he first raises the moral issue: "Un 

fils ne s'arme point contre un coupable pere." (M.II, p. 331) 

Therefore, a sudden revolution is disapproved of: "Trahir 

toutes les lois en voulant les veuger, Et. reuverser l'Etat 

au lieu de le changer." (M.II, p. 331) 

A subtle aspect of the Tight to rebel and the 

consequences of rebellion is brought out by Messala. Voltaire 

stresses that the results of rebellion cannot be foreseen t 

that they may indeed be totally different from what was 

expected at the outset: 



Que dis-je? cc consul~ ce h€ros que lIon nomme 
Le p~re, Ie soutien, 1e fondateur de Rome~ 
Qui slenivre avos yeux de l'encens des humains, 
Sur les d€bris d'un trane ~cras€ par vos mains, 
S'il eGt mal sautenu cette grande querelle, 
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S'il n'eut vaincu par vous, il n'~tait qu'un rebe11e. 
(M~II, pp. 359-360) 

Voltaire is stressing here the relative value of rebellion. 

Caution should be taken by the citizen lest he should rebel 

without due consideration and thus causing unnecessary 

bloodshed. The relativeness of such an act is underlined by 

the fact that a revolt may turn out· to be an act of justi-

fiable pride to shake off the yoke of a despot in a monarchy, 

whereas the same act would be considered an unjustified revolt 

in a republic. In thi S V8,Y, Va 1 t ai 1'e shovis his sea reh 

for a form of government in which power is shared by the ruler 

and a legally constituted body_ 

The quest for a republic as the ideal form of 

govgrumen_t is vleakcJ1ed by the potential lllenace of !:he 

common people. Voltaire, who felt that the common people, 

as a mass, were ignorant and had to be governed from above, 

• ....,.""-....... "l."-~-C!~o~ .. ~o t. • •• th h ' g ~ ve s c.", /,11. '., ." ~ c. A> \>, Ill. sop ~ n l. 0 n . r 0 u g Arons. Sometimes the 

common people in its ignorance jtist as~s ror an iron rule: 

Ii Des ci toy ens ronlains on t demande des f e rs ! II (1-1. I I ~ p. 370) 

Gi.v:Lng in to the common people vlould mean chaos and surrelld'~r 

1\;.0 un p€:up)e indocile et barbare II. 'Arons says as much: 

Loin des crie de ee peuple indocile frt barbare, 
Que 18 fureur conduit, r6unit et s€pare, 
Aveugle dans sa haine, aveugle en son amour t 

Qui menace et qui craint~ r~gne et sert en un jour. 
(M.ll, p. 329) 
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Voltaire did not want the audience to believe that by the mere 

act of deposing a king all would end well in the best of 

possible worlds and that despotism would be suppressed. In 

practice, such a rebellion would only mean B change of ruler. 

Instead of having one tyrant, the city would be at the mercy 

of one hundred power-hungry senators whose austerity was only 

an excuse to rule the country. Messala, often acting as the 

voice of Voltaire between Brutus and Arons, observes: 

lIs osent s'en vanter; mais leur feinte justice, 
Leuripre aust~rit~ que rien ne peut gagner, 
N'est dans ces coeurs hautains que la so if de r€gner, 
Leur orgueil foule BUX pieds l'orgueil du diad~me; 
lIs ont bri~e Ie joug pour I'imposer eux-m@me. 

(M.II, p. 335) 

MeBBaia expresses the same idea in a dialogue with Arons: 

Rome a chang~ de fers; et, sous Ie jeug des grands, 
Pour un roi qu'elle avait, a trouv€ cent tyrans. 9 

(M.ll, p. 335) 

This desire for powe~ on the p~rt of th~ senators, and which 

criticism Voltaire want~d to apply by allusion to the nobility 

of the time, is at the root of the main complaint of Titus. 

Titus exclaims: 

L'ambition, l'amour, Ie d~pit, tout m'accable; 
De ce conseil de rois 1 7 0rgueil insupportable 
~€prise rna jeunesse et me refuse un rang 
Ifrigue par ma valeur J et paye par mon san is. 

(N,II, p. 3 l.0) 

9 
The same idea is expressed by Voltaire in his !:et.-!E~!?_ 

p!~i.~.o~~l.?h~5L\j~~2.' p. 39: lIChaque peuple <lv-ait cent Lyrans flU 

lieu d1un mottr.e." 
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This unjustified pride and haughtiness was always particularly 

irksome to Voltaire. This was the same pride which incited 

Ie Chevalier de Rohan to ask for Voltaire's banishment~ thus 

interrupting the latter's dramatic career. This pride \vould 

contribute to Titus' downfall and could lead only to 

hypocrisy and false shame, thus opening the way for corruption. 

Titus observes: "Hais qu'il est accablant de parler de sa 

honte!" (H. II, p •. 340) Voltaire's limited enthusiasm for any 

particular form of ruler comes out when Hessala says: 

Je connais trap les grands: dans Ie malheur amis, 
Ingrats dans la fortune~ et bient8t ennemis: 
Nous sammes de leur gloire uri instrument servile, 
Rejet6 par dcdain d~s quIll est inutile, 
Et bris€ sans piti€ s'i1 devient dangereux. 

(11.11, p. 336) 

Arons suggests a political form of government, which 

may well be Voltaire's own. In the dialogue with Brutus, he 

suggests that a republican liberty may well be untfer 

the umbrella of an absolute monarch: 

Vous pouvez raffermir, par un accord heureux, 
Des peuples et des rois les l€gitimes noeuds, 
Et faiYe encor fleurir 1a libert€ publique 
Sous l'ombrage sacr€ du pouvoir monarchique. 

Of. I I, p. 3 3 1. ) 

Arons feels that the subject is mistaken in thinking that real 

liberty does not exist in a monarchy: 

Sauvent la libert€, dont on se vante ai1.leurs, 
Etale aupr~s dlun roi ses dons les plus flatteurs. 

01. II} p. 3 /13) 

Absolute monarchy as a form of government can be ~ yoke to the 
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citizens when it is exercised by a tyrant. On the other hand, 

it may be a benediction when a paternalistic king rules the 

country. Arons observes: "Affreux sous untyran, divin sous 

un bon roi." (M.II, p. 360) Voltaire's ideal form of 

government is reminiscent of the reig~ of Henry IV. It was 

a reign of great achievement for the subjects; they felt that 

justice was administered in an objective way; the arts 

flourished which led to refinement and progress of the subjects. 

Messala conveys the memory of the ideal reign of Henry IV when 

he says to Tullie: 

Daignez nou§ ramener ces jours on nos ancgtres 
Heureux) mais gouvern~s, libresj mais sous des mattres, 
Pessient dans 1a balance~ avec un m~me paids, 
Les int~rgts du peuple et la grandeur des rois. 

(M.II, p. 360) 

Another aspect) typical of the philosophy of monarchists 

6f the time, is their recognition of the limits of human 

end~~vour.Althou~h firm believeis in the nation.of progress 

for the ultimate happiness of the people, these monarchists 

make allowances for the mistakes of man. On the other hand, 

the Jacobean f~rvour for the extreme knows no compromise and 

may even lead to bloodshed. Voltaire, through the figure of 

Arons, indicates that a more moderate objective is more liable 

to enhance man's chances for progress. Voltaire-philosophe, 

realized that progress is a painful and slow development. 

This humble concept contained at the same time a moral lesson 

in humility for the proud and self-righteous nobility of the 
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time~ Arons observes: "Quel homme est "sans erreur? et quel 

roi sans faiblesse?1I (M.II, p. 330) The limits of human 

endeavour are stressed again by Arons when he takes up the 

"defense of the exp~lled King. Arons condones empiricism 

rather than dogmatism; he feels that kings and mankind 

learn through their faults and conse~uently should not 

be judged too harshly: 

Instruit par Ie malheur, ce grand maitre de l'hornme, 
Tarquin sera plus juste ~t plus digne de Rome. 

(M.II, p. 331) 

Voltaire advanced his ideas of war in Brutus. Two 

camp'sl' are opposed: the royalists and "the republicans. If a 

cont"l~mpora,ry reference is to be found it may be that Voltaire 

was referring to the wars of prestige waged by Louis XIV. 

These wars had caused great physical suffering and had almost 

brought financial ruin to the countr~. Perhaps more important~ 

La Politique de Voltaire (p. 112) calls "a preventive war 

and a war of attack. Voltaire!s position upon this 

important issue becomes clearer upon examining the explDit~ 

of Titus, the celebrated soldier. Val€rius, in his praise 

of Titus' exploits in AGt I, said he had repulsed the tirant. 

Voltaire here condones a war of defense and, by implication, 

condemns a Hal: of attack. 

Voltaire's decision to have Titus condemned to death 

sh6ws his concept of the place of the individual in the 
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early eighteenth century. From the dramatic point of view, 

Titus is an extension of the Corneillean hero who should 

place duty above nature. Yet the political implication seems 

to go beyond this seventeenth-century dramatic and political 

concept. Voltaire felt at this stage of his life that the 

law.was the only guarantee of a collective order. This 

concept might mean a solution for Titus' conflict as the 

latter has to admit to his regret: 

Nous sommes annemis .•• La nature J la loi 
Nous impose 1 tous deux un devoir s1 farouche. 

(H.II~ p. 357) 

The only possible transcendence for Titus is to resort to the 

law. This con~ept of Voltaire's is borne out by Brutus who, 

throughout the play! defends his motives and acts as being 

based upon the law. 

Voltaire~ then, is not putting forward a new form of 

republican form of government leads to what Sonat calls 

'un ba.lance de gouvernement". Pomeau in La PoU.tique de 

Voltc:~.!_1.:~ (p. l()lf) perhaps best expresses this idea: 

"l'erfection d'un corps politique obtenu par l'equilibre 

de forces compensees." To say, as Trusten Wheeler Russell 

does, that "the didactic purpose of his plays is always 

.evident." is somewha.t over-simplify5.ug. In contrasting two 

forms of government~ Voltaire is indeed far away from that 



is a very objective expressio~ of political ideas and 

the audience is left to choose \'lh{~hever form of government 

it thinks proper. Thi~ very relativism does not prevent 

Volt~ire from deferiding and arguing in favour of certain 

in~lieriable rights such as ciyil liberty and the security 

of the individual. If these rights ~re infringed upon by 

the king, the peqple are entitled to, revolt. Agaj,n Vol taire 

stresses ~he unpredictable consequenc~s of such an act: 

a reb~llion by the king's subject~ may lead to a tyranny 

which 'is eveil more oppressive than an absolute monarchy, 

while a government of lesser tyrants ~s the worst of all 

possible forms of government. This objective message, 

huma~itarian in essence. was given by Volt8i~e for the 

consideration of his audience. 



CHAPTER V THE DEIST CHU~CH OF,BRUTUS 

Brutus contains many references to religion and its 

. language indicates that Voltaire is conscious of the particular 

force of religious expressions. Characters express themselves 

often in religious terms when they refer to destiny and the gods. 

The expressions mostly used are cie1 and d:Leux. 

When characters use the 'vord c:lel t the reference is to 

~ force outside of the individual. Characters refer to 1e 

ciel as to a force which controls their li~es to a certain 

degree and from which they can claim ~rotective power. 

Sim:tlarly ~ they often refer to les __ di.eu~ :I.n the same sense. 

Broadly- speaking~ the conspirators refer less often to 1e 

ciel than the republicans. Arons) the raain conspirator, 

invokes the gods only once in Act I: "Quels dieux ant done 

Brutus opens the play with a reference to the gods 

in the plural. He mentions the gods in a sentence about the 

laws) thus underlining the equality of the gods and the 1a~s 

of Rome: 

Destructeurs des tyrans, vous qui n'avez pour r6is 
Que les dieux de NumBs vas vertus et nos lois, 
Enfin notre ennem! comnence l no us conna!tre. 

(M.II~ p. 327) 

Brutus refers again to the gods in plural fo-rm when he says: 

!tees dieux quIll outragea lP (1-1.D:, p. 3:10) and: "leurs juges 

sont les dieux li
• (M~II~ p. 331) Tullie refers also to the 
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gods in plural form when she expresses her amazement that 

Titus does not respond to het love. Here the reference to 

the gods becomes a pained cry of wonder and indignation: 

"Dieux! i1 m'evite encore." (M. II, p. 354) Brut.us refers 

to God in the singular ~l7hen he observ~s: "Qulil revere en 

ces 1ieux Ie diett qui. nOll'S rassembIe." (H.ll, p. 328) 

Again, "later in"~he same act, Brutus refers to a single 

god: "Numa) qui fit nos lois, y fut soumis lui-meme" (1'1.11, 

p. 331) and closes the play with his final t.hanks to the gods: 

IiRome est libre: :1.1 suffi.t. • Rend"o"ns graces BUX dieux." 

(M.TI, p. 381) Vo1taire's"use, then, of the singular and. 

plural daes not lend itself to a logical conclusion and no 

pattern can be discovered in the use of dieu or dieux. 1 

Further reference to some ultimate power is expressed 

by the use of the words .!estin and sort. Guizot in 

terms: "Le sort est aveugle at tient du hasard: 1e destin 

semble poss~der quelques id~es de science et de pr€voyance 

.On rfisiste au sort, on peut €cbapper au sort: mais on 

se soumet au destin, on n'~clHiI?pe pas au destin." 

1 
Brutus contains twenty-one references to Ie dieux, and 

four to dieu:--"-Reference to Ie cial is made eleven t:i.mes, 
seven tim.ei-to 1e so r t, eigh t ~t ime s to Ie des tin and once 
to les des tins .----~- --~ .. --

~."--------
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This blindness of fate is expressed by Tullie: "Hon 

sort est en vos mains." (M • ,I I, p.' 355) or again when she 

observes: "Ie sort, dont 18 l'igueur a m'accabler s'attache ll
• 

This reference to fate implies sometimes a complete help-

lessness on the part of the characters: "Sort qui nous a 

rejoints, et qui nous desunis !I (M.lI, p. 359); or again: 

II est, il est des rois, j'ose vaus Ie dire, 
Qui mettraient en vos mains Ie sort de leur empire. 

(M.I.I, p. 342) 

Yet there is little perceptible difference in meaning in 

Voltaire's u~e of the word sort or destin. Destin, on the 

one hand, leaves some scope for control by the characters, 

When Tullie has decided that she loves Titus and that she 

wants to share his responsibilities, she observes: "Jlai 

regIe mon destin." (M.ll, p. 366) When Arons is referring 

tn Titus' future in a dialogue with the latter in Act IV) 

n e 6b set vi? s : 

HeIss! que pour vous deux 
JVattendais en secret un destin plus heureux! 

(M.II, p. 363) 

No confusion is intended in any of these cases, but it is 

doubtful whether Voltaire meant any distinction in the use 

of destin and sort. 

Sometimes the impression is created that beth king 

a"u d sub j e c t sa!' e t 0 a 1 a r g e de g r e e de pen den t 0 f the god s 

rather than of fate. When Brutus, in Act It says to 

Arons that the laws of the republic are sacred, ArODS 



retorts that the laws of kings are as sacred as those of 

Rome - the kings will be judged by these gods: 

Les droi ts des souverains 8o~t.-ils mains precieux? 
NouB sommes leurs eufants; leurs juges sont les dieux. 

(M.ll t p. 331) 

Des tiny in Bruf::':l!~ some times seems s ubj e c t to Ie cie1. When 

Tullie feels that she will be sure to ~in the heart of 

Titus, she observes: "Le ciel ames desiTs eut destine 

Titus." Yet, at other times, characters resort to the gods 

rather than to Ie 61el as the ulti~ate· power. This po,veI', 

then, is often seen as a help to which the characters can 

address, themselves, especially when in distress. An instanc.e 

occurs when Albin announces to Titus that Arons can see him. 

Titus) .at this moment, knows that he is going to lose Tu1lie 

and in his distress turns to the gods. He exclaims: "0 

dieux de Rome! o dieuiC de ma patrie,1I (N.II, p. 361) A 

variation upon the dependence by the characters upon the gods 

rather than upon le ciel is given by Brutus in Act V. When 

he learns that Titus has been executed according to the laws 

and to his will, Brutus thanks the gods for the just course 

which he considers matters have taken. He observes: "Rome 

est libre: 11 suffit. • Rendons graces al\X dieux ,Ii (M.Il, 

p. 381) Yet no consistent distinction between Voltaire's 

use of these terms seem to warrant a logical conclusion; the 

measure of dependence of one upon the other is minimal. 

Broadly speaking, it may be said that some pover exercises 
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its" influence upon the characters and it may be worthwhile 

to examine the reactions of- the characters to this power. 

An exa~ination of Voltaire's changing attitude towards God 

and ~estiny throws a strong light upon the attitudes of the 

heroes towards destiny and religion in Brutus. 

A distinction can be drawn between Voltaire's conception 

of God and the relation of early eighteenth century man to his 

gods. This distinction shows that Voltaire had a different 

atti.tude to the gods before 1726, as expressed in the ~L~. 

!.. Ur~ n ie, w r i t ten i 11 1 7 16 • Volt air e ~ b e for e hi sst a y in 

England, sees the gods very much in two absolute ways: the 

God "1h 0 punishe s, Ie. Die ~en{1.e u r t and the God who remune ra tes J 

Ie Dieu r~numeratuer. In that poem Voltaire expressed his 

metaphysical anguish in his appeal to the Gods for an answer 

to his religious dilemma: 

Un Dieu que je devrais harr, 
Un Dieu qui no us forma pour 8tre misfirables, 
Qui nous donna des coeurs coupables 
Pour avoir droit de nous punir. 

(!)J2tr~ aUranie. M.ll, p. (i) 

,gedipe, performed in 1718, shcnyed that Voltaire ylaS 

already struggling with these two concepts. In Oedipe, 

Voltaire showed that he had not yet-completely come to 

terms with himself, that he had not yet decided what value 

he could attribute to religion and what purpose it could have 

for man for his ultimate happiness. Pomcau notes: 



Voltaire a ecrit .9_~ pour exprimer l'horreur 
du Dieu terrible. II y a fait passer un 
fremissement qui po~te a traire que l~angoisse 
de son personnage ne lui est pas etrang~re. 
Voltaire connatt sans doute l'angoisse du Dieu 
terrible, mais, avec lui, Oedipe, 11 refuse 
cetta angoisse. 2 . 

Here Voltaire's stay in England proved to have an influence 
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upon his earlier daub ts about the functioua"l role of religion, 

as it did on his political views. The comparison between the 

various sects with their different Rnd sometimes strange creeds 

and rituals did not fail to strengthen Voltaire's idea that 

religion was,a very relative institution. Ultimately it was 

to lead to the view that deism is the form of religion best 

suited to a society in which men sought progress and happiness 

on earth. The usefulness of the comparison of the various 

sects is confirmed by Pomeau: 

D'autre part. .Voltaire ne connatt que deux 
'portraits' du Dieu chr~tien, tandis qu'apr~s 
Ie sejour en Al'i.glti fe rfe t iT ti-fe i'a -a rglJmeri t de 
la diversite des sectes. 3 

Brutus~ on the other hand, does not show the cruel gods of the 

Epitre a Uranie any more. The idea of OediE.£, where the gods 

are to a high degree the villains, cruel in their treatment of 

2 
Pomeeu, La Religion de Voltaire, p. 87. 



the main hero, Oedipe, is no longer entertained in Brutus. 

Volt~1re seems to have decided exactly what his attitude to 

religion was before he started writing Brutu~ and a study of 

the characters will show that the notion of God in . 

Brutus has more than ODe feature. 

Brutus is firmly convinced that the gods are on his 

side. In the first act, as he sets himself up as the defender 

of Rome, he ackuDwiedges the gods of Rome as his helpers and 

superiors. Brutus maintains this conviction till the very end 

pf the play when it has been proven that the laws have been 

adhered to, and when gratitude is due to the gods for a just 

course of events. Brutus exclaims at the end of Act V: 

"Rome est libre: i1 suffit. • rendons graces aux di.sux. Ii 

(M.Il, p. 381) Brutus' attitude towards religion can be seen 

second, his attitude towards religion in his capacity as a 

Roman consul. 

At no point in Brutu~ does Brutus vTant to lmpose 

religion upon hls family. This does not prevent Tullie 

from seeing him as aDieu terrible who ultimately could turn 

out to be a Dieu vengeur. When Tulile t in Act IV, feels that 

~rutus is the only obstacle to her marrying Titus, she observes: 

"L'ingrat me touche encore t et: Brutus a 111es yeux 
PfLt'ait un dieu terrible arute contre nous deux ," 

(H.11, p. 365) 

Yet it is unlikely that Voltaire was referring to the Dieu 

Y-~!:fle~~ of the. Old Testament. Tullia's comparison of Brutus 
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to a Dieu terrible seems to be more a figure of speech 

inherited from the Middle Ages, and no religious 

connotations for the eighteenth-century can be discovered. 

In his personal life, Brutus acknowledges that his 

faculties were given him by a Superior Being. When he 

feels that his advanced age prevents him from taking command 

of the defence of Rome, he recognizes that this was the will 

of the gods: "Dans man age debile les dieux ne m'ont donne 

qu'un courage inutile;" (M.II, p. 369) At other times he 

recognizes that the gods honoured him with the gift of two 

sons:· "De deux fils que j'aimai les dieux m'avaient fait, pere;" 

(N.II, p. 379) Brutus, then, at no point in the play shows 

a bitterness towards the gods. That Brutus, with soul and 

body, recognizes the superiority of the gods need not 

necessarily mean that Voltaire was attacking Locke's notion 

absence of sensationalist notions in Brutus seems to be that 

they had not matured in Voltaire's mind enough for him to 

put them in dramatic form. 

The respect of the gods by Brutus is also reflected 

in the attitude of Brutus in his rSle of consul. Brutus 

recognizes that the throne of state which Tullia is going 

to take is a gift of the gods. He observes: 

Allez, et que du trane, on Ie cial va us appelle, 
L'inflexible ~quit~ soit la Garde €ternelle. 

(H.II, p. 358) 



Brutus sees the gods as the protectors of the people, but of 

the people of Rome only: 

Pardonnez-rious, grands dieux, si Ie peuple romain 
A tarde si longtemps ~ condamner Tarquin. 

(M.II) p. 332) 

Yet Brutus' language sometimes becom~s or~iorical rather than 

an' expression of. his inner cOllvictiop. of the will of the gods. 

Brutus is onesided in that he thinks that the gods will 

condo~e his just cause. Brutus iirst takes a decision and only 

then consults the gods. In other words, hi~ trust in the god's 

is ofoa limited Dature. He implores fhe gods to protect the 

peop.le·from an undesirable fate: "Dieux,donnez-nous la mort 

plutot que l'esclavage." (M.II, p. 371) On the other hand, 

the seemingly paradoxical attitude of Brutus towards the gods 

should not deter the critic from further examining Brutus' 

"L'incr€dulit€ du deiste etait traverse de certains aetes de 

foi.,,4 

Another aspect of Brutus the consul is an attitude 

reminiscent of a Church Father. Brutus sees himself as a 

father and protector of .the senate and of Rome. Hhen he 

decides to allow Arons a hearing, he feels that he has to 

falk in the name of the people. He observes! "Brutus en 

. I 
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est Ie pere et doit parler pout' e1.1e." (H.II~ p. 329) It 

is not known whether Voltaire was referring here to the 

quarrels brought about by the promulgation of the Bull, 

Unigenitus; these quarrels, no doubt, were still fresh in 

the audience's mind. It is possible that in making Brutus 

father of the senate and ~f the people of Rome t Voltaire 

wanted"to show that the clergy should not interfere with 

the right of the consuls. Yet, Brutus is not a tragedy in 

which hostility to the clergy is often" explicit. 

The only direct attack upon the clergy in Brutus 

c6~es from Brutus himself. Brutus feels that the lOBS of 

liberty of the kings of Porsenna and their subjects is 

partly due to the clergy~ When Brutus cites the reasons for 

what he considers to be the decline of the monarchYJ he 

observes: 

E-scla ¥-e.S del-eu-I" g '};Q4..s, ~tnl~IRed-,,-, 1 e~-'!"sp-'r--e~t-I"-e s, 
Les Toscans semblent n~B pour" servir SOllS des mattres, 
Et, de leur cha!ne antique adorateuis heureux, 
Voudraient que l'univers fUt esclave comme eux. 

(M.Il t p. 331) 

Yet it would be oversimplifying to deduce from this statement 

by Brutus that Brutus is an anti-~leric~l play. Voltaire vIas 

too versatile a man to concentrate Oll one subject, the clergy 

only. The problem in Brutus is not a struggle against the 

clergy, but rather the problem of tians1tion of religion from 

one histor:i.c.al period to another" In other terms, the question 

of rellgion in Brutus for Voltaire is how to explain and use. 



re1~gion for the progress of eighteenth century man. This 

problem is reflected in Brutus' attitude as he sometimes looks 

up towards the gods - the vertical spiral - but who more often 

takes the initiative into his own hands - the horizontal 

relation of man with the gods. The alternance in Brutus' 

attitude poses once again the question of superiority in the 

relation of man and God. 

Although basically faithful to the gods, Brutus as a 

man soon takes action according to his own judgements rather 

than relying,upon the gods. When he learns in Act V that his 

sons ~ere conspirators. he expresses his grief in a mono1~gue 

to the gods: "Et contre votre ouvrage armez~vous mes enfants?lI 

(M.II, p. 376) Yet. when the gods give no answer to his 

grief, he proceeds to act independently of the gods. Voltaire 

implies here that it is man himself who makes the laws which 

even -th-egcci-s h a v-etof-o-l-l ow-.kl t-h ough-Brntu-s t a l-k-sa-b-o ut the 

"Dieux vengeurs de nos lois" (H.II. p. 376) it is Brutus himself 

who applies the law. Brutus observes: 

y fut soumis lui-meme." (N.II, p. 331) 

"Numa, qui fit nos lois, 

It is probable that 

Voltaire was here criticizing such kings as Louis XIV who .made, 

for example, such pronouncement's as: 

the myth that God and King were one. 

"L'Etat, c'est moi ll
; 

The audience learned 

~hrough Brutus that the laws may be heavenly inspired, b~t 

more important, that man makes them and that both subject Bnd 

king have to adhere to them. 



Brutus, then, in his personal life as well as in 

office, seems to be genuine in his r~ligious ~Dnvictions. 

He considers religion as a moral criterion to uplift the 

citizens of Rome and its senate. At no point in the play 

does he query the exist6nce of a Superior Being or does he 

express a metaphysical anguish. 

Arons, Brutus' counterpart and defender of the 

cause of royalism, also expresses htmself in religious 

terms. One instance is when Arons reproaches Brutus and 

the senate for having broken their oath of loyalty to the 

kings'of Porsenna. Arons 'ob serves: IIQui peut de vos 

serments vellS degager?" UL11s p. 330) He refers once 

to the go ds as tha t p o,ye r' "Thieh b es tows au th or.i ty upon 

the kings. Yet it is doubtful whether Arons is genuine 

for he is in the process of convincing Tullie to try to 

tyin over Ti tUB, 1/ Ce grand appui de Rome e t SOil die u 

tutelaire." (M.II, p. 353) Arons usually refers to the 

gods to appease the senate t as in the dialogue with Brutus 

in the first act. This dialogue takes the form of a debat 

£0110\ys: 

The reconstruction' of this scene in Act I is as 

Brutus 
Pardonnez-nous, grands diell~p sf le peuple romain 
A tarde s1 10ngtemps ~ condamner Tarquin. 

a Mars~ dieu des heros. de Rome, et des batailles, 
Qui combat avec nous. qui defend ses murailles. 
Sur ton autel sacr6. Mais p re90is nos sarments 
Pour ce senat, pour moil pour tes dignes enfants. 



Arons, ava~ant vers liautel 

Et moi, sur cet autel qu'ainsi VOliS profanez, 
Je jure au nom du roi que vous abandonnez, 
Au nom de Porsenna, vengeur de sa querelle, 
A vous, ~ vos enfants~ une guerre immortelle. 

(M.II, p. 332) 
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Voltaire, no doubt, was fully aware of the implications when 

he has both a royalist and a republican pledge an oath. The 

symbolism of this act with regard to ritual would not have 

escaped the attentive audience of the 1730's. 

Voltaire, in the preface to'Brutus, expressed the 

opinion that tragedy should retain an equilibrum between 

This dramatic concept entails the 

extreme simplicity of the ritual in Act I and brings out 

Voltaire's desire for the demystification of religion and 

rites. This simple ritual, then, can be seen as one of 

the first expressions of Voltaire's attacks on myths in 

parties in a temple could only bring about a sense of . 

relativism with regard to religion. This relativism comes 

~ut in a study of Titus' behaviour. 

Titus, as Brutus and Araris, shows reverence for the 

gods. When tempted £0 give in to the conspirators, he 

exclaims~ ilDleu qui me secourez, je suis encor Titus." 

EM.II, p. 361.) Like Brutus~ Titus ·resorts in the final 

analysis to decisions. made independently of the gods. Titus 

. l' f r e cog n 1. Z e S lJ. S . r e e wil19 detached from the gods: 

McMASTER UNIVERSrlY L.IBRAR'I 
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crois-moi, l'homme est libre au momen.t qu'!l veut l'etre. fi 

(M.II, p. 341) Whereas Voltaire's Oedip~ died at the hands 

of the gods, Titus' death is brought about by man-made laws. 

It may be conjectured that if Titus had not sinned against 

the la\"t the gods ,,,ould not have been able to change the 

free will of Titus. Brutus' decision to have Titus condemned 

to death is of a moral nature. If any religious influence 

was inherent in Brutus' final decision this may well be a 

simplified version of maniche:i.sm which' did not allo,,, for 

mercy in justice. 

Brutus' civil lawt,based upon a narrow distinction 

between good and bad is in essence religious, yet leaves no 

scope for a revision of Brutus' final judgement to condemn 

his son to death. This rigid concept seems paradoxical, having 

been brought in by such a liberal thinker as Voltaire. The 

ax plan a t j_ on ma~ >;v-e l~l li-e:i~n- -th-e f-aGt; -t-ha-t ¥G-l t;-ai re s im-p-l-y 

wanted to remain faithful to the story of Biutus as narrated 

by Livy. In addition, punishment by death was seen at the 

time as a powerful deterrent to crime. Titus, like Brutus, 

respects the gods, but takes worldly de~isions when they are 

called for. As Brutu~ and Arons, Titus' dealin~s with the 

gods shotV' that they take a se.cond place in Brutus after the' 

decisions of man. 

Tullia, 8S do the other oharacters, reveres the gods. 

When she fears that Titus will make the wrong decision, she 
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expects some guidance and moral support from the gods. She 

exclai.ll1s: "Inspirez-lui, grands dieux 1e parti qu'i1 doit 

prendre." (M.II J p. 356) She does not become bitter when 

her prayers are not heeded. When she is taken into custody 

by the guards, she does not have to resort to suicide as she 

promised when she could not win the heart of Titus: 

Je jure I taus les dieux qui vengent les parjures, 
Que mon bras, dans mon sang effa~ant mes injures, 
Plus justeque Ie tien~ mais moius irr&solu, 
lngrat, va me puuir de t'avoir mal connu; 
Et je vais. 

(M.II, p. 367) 

~u11ie, then, sees the gods very much as a means for moral 

support. 

Brutu_~, thus, ShOHS Voltaire's quest for a useful 

purpose of religion. All characters recognize a certain form 

~f a Superior Being. The contrasting attitude of two parties 

tCH;rards_ r~lLgion couLd not £aj.l to br.i-n-gabotlt a sel'J.-seQ-f 

re1ativism t a relativis~ which would ultimately find its 

expression in the much quoted citation from Voltaire: "Si 

Di.eu n'existait pas, 1.1 faudrait l':i.nventer." 

'I'he lack of an absolute god in Brutus need not offend 

the religious zealots but could well please'the liberal 

spectators in the audience. Voltaire-philosopher was at his 

Bct in art iconoclastic way. This was no god for fanatics nor 

for atheists; Voltairets god is an essential one, as its 

concept opens a way for the future; Voltaire's conception 



of religion offered early eighteenthrcentury man a god, 

essentially ethic~ able to give mo'ral support and to act 

as a regulating force for friend and foe alike. 

J.03 
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CHAPTER VI THE FATE OF BRUTUS 

Voltaire's fears that ~utus vlould be a failure proved 

unfounded. The attendance on the first night was one of the 

highest recorded up to that time. (Best.375) The Hercure de 

France commepts upon its presentation at the court in December, 

1730: 

La t rage die no u veIl e de ~ u t u s_ de H. de 
Voltaire, fut r'present~e ~ la Cour Ie 
samedi 30, de ce mois, avec un tr~s grand 
succ~s; on Ie donna Ie lend~main sur Ie 
Th~atre Fran~ois pour 1a neuvieme fois 
et ~oujours avec beaucoup d~applaudtsse-
ment. 

(December, 1730, p. 380) 

The paper rated it above Voltaire is p:eevious ,.orks and -praised 

him for the pains he took to guide the actors during the 

rehearsals. The Mercure de France stressed the high 

qualities required from the acto~ who wanted to play the 

title ra1e of Brutus: 

que l'on regarde dans Paris· comme 
l'Ouvrage Dramatique que M. de Voltaire ait 
Ie mieux 'crit, mais qui exige une grande 
exEcution, e~tr~mement difficile and 
n~cessaire, pour a~oir un long succes au 
theatre. 

(December, 1730, p. 382) 

Voltaire hadlcon~tantly worried about the title r6le. 

He knew that the role of Brutus had to be played with energy 

~nd he strove, but in vain, to persuade the actor Sarazzin 

to play with the necessary vigour. Lancaster, in French 
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"Though he (Sarazzin) subsequently acted in a number of plays 

by-Voltaire, the dramatist ~eproved him for lack of force 

when he played the title role in 13rutus." 

Receipts from Brut_us started to decline after the 

performances in December, 1730. They fell from 5065 livres 

for the initial performance on December 11, 1730 to 660 

livres· on January 17, 1731. By this time, the public had 

started to comment upon Brutus and this criticism was 

Certain critics alleged 

that Voltaire's Brut_~~ bore a striking resemblance to a play 

of the same name by Hlle .. Bernard, Some critics went so far 

as to accuse Voltaire of plagiary, On the- other hand, other 

critics felt that no imitation was involved. An anonymous 

comtesse took up the defense of Voltaire when she wrote to 

the Mercure de France. She refers at the same time to a 

J'avais re~u ~ rna Campagne une pi~ce Burlesque, 
au esp~ce d'Arr~t de Momus, par lequel ce Dieu, 
qui n'~pargne pas les Dieux m&mes, condamnoit 
M. de Voltaire ~ la restitution de sept au huit 
cent Vers pill~s clans l'ancien Brutus de Mlle. 
Bernard. J' ai ete ravie pour Ii:! gloire de man 
Heros versifiant de r~duire ce.nombre exorbitant 
~ cinq au six h§misti~hes que sa memoire lui a-
cl · t- ... 1'" 1 't lC -as a ].nsyu .c e son esprl., 

(Hars, 1731, p. 121) 

Further charges of imitation Came from England. 

~~~_tus Has translated into English by Hillia~l Duncombe as 

early as 1732. This time the charge of imitation came from 

a n art i c 1 e in the P r G ~]~_~_~ 1'_ " According to Lounsbury in 
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Shakespeare and Voltaire (pp. 75-76) the Pl".ompter of 

February 18, 1735, commented as follows: 

Everybody knew it was (and the author gave it 
no more than) a translation from Mr. de 
Voltaire, who has not only taken the hint 
from our o\vn countryman Lee's B!'utus, but 
coldly imitated his finest scenes. 

Much of the confusion seems to have arisen from the 

fact that Voltaire was always reluctant to indi6ate his 

sources. Lion no tes : "Mais avec lui (Voltaire) il faut 

faire attention, car nous verrons qu'il n'aime gu~re citeI.' 

ses sources."l Secondly, Moland goes to great lengths to 

examine certain of Voltaire's borro"\·;rings and he found anI)' 

a few. One such instance would be a borrowing from Father 

Poree: "Terminez HIes forfaits, mon desespoir, ma vie." 

(M.II, p. 380) Yet these cases are so incidental that 

they do not warrant the charge of imitation. In the final 

inalysis, Voltaire's own statement can be regarded as an 

accurate estimate of his indebtedness to his predecessors. 

Reportedly, he remarked: "S'il Y a imj.tation, 

plagiaire sans Ie savoir." 

B r 1.1 t u s_ met Hit h va r yin g s 11 C C e s sin the yea r s bet \v e en 

1731 and 1790. 2 The play Has performed in the provinces, 

.. --------------_._-----_._ .. _----_._--------._---

ILion, H. Les trag~dies et les th~ories dramatiques 
~..<::....J.. 0 1 t a i E~, p. l~ 5 . -- ----------._---

2 
Lancaster, H.C. F;ench Tragedy in the Time of Louis 1CV ___ E!-TI d J_~~.!:!i_~ re., PI>. 62 5 -""'6Ll1-~-·----~-:~--~~-:-~---~-~- --.-----.------

The record of performan~cs for the three plays is as 
follows: Qedipe (336 from November 18, 1718 till May, 1774); 
Brutus (111T"Tf·om December 17, 1730 t:111 Nay 1774) and Zaire 
-C479-Tro!i1 August 13, 1732 till Hay, 1774). - . 



notably in Caen in 1731. The Mercure de France commented 

upon this performance: 

Brutus, Trag6die de M. de Voltaire~ repr~sent6e 

au Coll~ge de 1a tras-c~labre UDiver~itfi de Caen, 
pour la distribution solemnelle des Prix, 
donnez par Noble Homme Jacques Maheult de 
Sainte-Croix, ProviseuT d~ m&me College, 
Ie Jeudi 31. Juil1e~. .Nous avans 
cependantremarqu~ une licence que Mrs. de 
Caen se sont donn6e en faisant paroitre au 
second Acte, Julie cha~g6e de·ch~rnes, 
d6claran't a Algint, sa Confidante, son 
amour pour Titus. Ces chaines ant apparamment 
paru plus touchantes) et devoir produire un 
plus grand effet sur Ie Th6itre Normand, qui 
s'impathise peut-etre un peu avec Ie Th6atre 
Ang10is. 

(August;, 1731, p. 101) 

These' incidental performances ,,,.ere not to match the success 

of Brutus in the years 1790-1793. The patriotism of Brutus 

appealed to the public of the 1790's and a certain part of 

the audience asked for the presentation of Brutus. Holand 

notes: "Depuis long temps '. une l)artie du public. . ; 

Voltaire, et les comediens se. rendirent enfin a ses voeux 

Ie 17 Novembre) 1790." (H.II; p. 305) Brutus now became 

tation given to it by the audience. 

There were two bpposing caMps in this political 

interpretation. The audj"pnce could easily detect striking 

similarities to the political situation of the time. The 

most common inter~retation. in the light of current political 

events, He s to e qu 8 tel: om e ,,1 i t h Par i. s . It was easy to deduce 
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that the senators stood for the Constitutional Assembly, 

wh~reas the expelled kings of Porsenna were seen as the 

Bourbon Monarchy. While royalists applauded the conspiracy 

between Arons and Hessala, revblutionaries tried to have the 

more liberal maxims repeated. Moland notes that pandemonium 

broke loose during the first performance of Brutus in 

November, 1790. This occurred at the moment when Brutus 

exclaimed: "Dieux! donnez-nous la mort p1ut6t que 

l'esclavage!" ULII, p. 371) The tumult caused the 

authorities to take precautionary measures for the safety 

of the public. 

By November, 1790, debate became so heated that the 

authorities Fel~e obliged' to prohibit the carrying of any 

offensive weapon during the performance of Brutus. Holand 

notes the following public statement by the authorities: 

Gei:lf.Ot-m~m-en-t ft-uxord-l'es de 1a UTt1u-rcipalite, Ie 
public est prevenu que l'on ~ntrera sans cannes, 
batons, epees et sans aucune especed'armes 
offensives. 

(I'Ll1, p. 306) 

The years 1790-1793 savl the performance of Br~~ in 

the provinces. Its presentation was promoted by the supporters 

of republicanism Fho ~oped to win votes for thi{r cause and who 

saw in Brutus an appeal to the patriotism of the audience. Yet 

when performed in traditional royalist cities such as Lyon, 

Angers and Cambrai th~ play met Fith remarkahle indifference. 

Kennet ~. McKee notes tha~ when Brutus was due to start 
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in Lyon, royalists leaped on the stage and shouted: "Point 

de -Brutus. ,,3 The rest of th-e audience and the actors gave 

A similar 

fate befell ~utu~_ when it Has performed- in the same year 

in Lille. 

Being now connected with political circumstances, it 

comes ~s no sur~rise that the popularity of Brutus was to 

HRne with the change that took place in the political system 

of the 1790's. The too rigorous repu61icanisrn DO longer 

appealed to audiences after the f~ll of Robespierre. The 

play was only occasionally performed till the advent of 

Napoleon. ~~~tu~ was performed before Napoleon Hho did not 

like the play.4 Given t~at Napoleon was to censor the theatre 

shortly aftenrards,5 his dislike for Brutus comes as no 

surprise; the liberal aud democratic form of government 

system. Thus, the play was no f~rther performed and McKee 

notes that to his knowledge the play was not revived after 

-the showing to Napoleon in 1804. 

- ----------------------------------,,..--

3 
HcKee, Kennet N. "Brutus during the French Revolution", 

Hod ern Lan g u age s Not e s, Feb r u a ry-,--l 9 4 1, p. 10 5 . --- -- - ---------4--- -- --- -----------
_!~~j_. > p. 106. 

5 1 ~ See Hallays-Dahot, 1 Histoire de la censure th§~trale 

e n 1!.'_~~~ nee, ( Par is: 1 86 2) , 



CONCLUSION 

The relatively few performances of Brutus show that 

the play was not a success from a dramtic point of view. 

Voltaire realized this failure~ as he called Brutus 'une 

pi~ce d~fectueuse'. (M.XXXIII, p. 2il) He felt rightly 

that Brutus did not come up to the expectations, especially 

with regard to theatrical action and spectacle~ as envisaged 

in the preface to Brutus. 

The existence of two plots,. one centering around 

Titu~l love for Tu11.ie, the other aro'und the conspiracy, 

breaks the play in two separate entities, and causes a 

divided interest; all tqo often the spectator asks himself 

whether he is witnessirig a love affair or a conspiration. 

The charge against Voltaire of destroying the unity of 

Retiol! and of interest is felt all the more, as Voltaire 

emphasized in the preface that, if love is. present in a 

play, it should be the main issue. Even Titus' love is not 

an er;tity uithin itself. It is felt that his love would 

have been more convincing if Voltaire had not given secondary 

'vices' such as pridq and ambition to this character. In 

addition, the existence of two plots prevents the audience 

from getting to know the inner life of Tullie and of Brutus . . 
Disparity between the action of the play and the action as 

2:-~'}isag('d ~ln the preface extends in breadth rathe}~ than it: 



The audience looks in vain for the poignant and 

pathetic scenes which Voltaire may have witnessed in 

tragedies he saw in England. 

chef-d'oeuvre de patheU.que". 

La Harpe called Act V !l un 

Our study shows that these 

acts' have little inner force and their success often 

depends upon outer trappings. Voltaire, in his desire to 

1.1l 

impress the eye as well as move the heart, falls sometimes 

into a trap of extremes, as for example when Brutus suddenly 

~ppears on the stage in Act IV, scene v. Such incidents are 

melodramatic in nature, as too are the sometimes lightheartedfr§f 

changes of place, reminiscent of English opera of the time. Yet 

these criticisms are at the same time positive as they lead to 

a new conception of mise en sc~ne. The wearing of red robes 

by the senators, the changes of place (assumed s0metimes), the 

~coup de theatre' can be seen as a timid move towards the 

t h~a.tJ:,·er oma nti.que. An-d- -t h-@-s4!- i TI-B-0-Va to-i {)-flS Ort-t h ed ramati c 

level are matched by Voltaire's unorthodox attitude towards 

religion . 

.!I~1.! t_~~ no longe r s hOHs th e J ans enis ti c tenden ci es of 

The tone of the play is fundamentally 

optimistic and no traces of anti-clericalism are present. 

Voltaire, as philosopher, finds a new purpose for religion 

l ... n Brlitu~; he Has among the first to promote religion from 

an ontological position to a functional one. This concept 

of religion was to have far-renching consequences upon 
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eighteenth~ceritury man, as reflected in .Titus. . . 

Titus' struggle between his natur~ and the law is R 

perfect instance of this religious transition from one 

period to another. As such it can be seen as a religious 

struggle which marks the painful transition from the tribe to 

Voltaire's secular city. Brutu~ moved no ·ionger in Aquj.nas I 

world where nothing can be moulded, .adorned or changed. In 

Brutus, the regularity of the cosmos is no longer determined 

for all time and consequently urtchangeable. Voltaire's merit 

as a philos~h~ w,as that he thus preve.nted oman from falling 

back into the mythical way of thinkin~ of the Middle Ages. 

Voltaire's God is an ethical one and Voltaire was the fir~t 

to tran~forID relig~on into a social purpose. 

The present analysis shows that Voltaire's attitude 

towards the relationship of art to ~olemics was still 

uncei~tain . Ahove an:, Fie \-lfsheatobe acrram.atis~,aIHl no 

doubt, this inner conflict had an unfavourable effect upon 

his artistic achievement in B~utus. Hore than Q.edipe, Brutus 

is the e~pression of this conflict and it can be said that~ at 

this time of Voltaire's life, political preoccupations 

ou t~'iei ghe d concern of or artistic expression. 
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